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In 1888, the convergent-divergent nozzle was developed by Gustaf de Laval [1]. This
nozzle operates at three different gas speeds i.e., subsonic (less than the speed of sound),
sonic (the speed of sound) and supersonic (more than the speed of sound) based on
the acceleration of the flow by the contraction of the nozzle. The speed of sound is
approximately 768 miles per hour (or equivalently 1,236 kilometers per hour). The
variations in the gas speed are created due to the asymmetric hour glass shape of the
nozzle. This nozzle is used in steam turbines and as a rocket engine nozzle. In 1947, the
first manned aircraft flying at supersonic speed was designed by Bell Aircraft Company
and named the XS-1 [1, 2]. Here, ”XS” stands for experimental and supersonic [2].
Later on, it was named the X-1 and became one of the many experimental X-vehicles
for supersonic flight made by NASA [2]. Since the properties of the flow cannot be
visualized by the naked eye, mathematical and numerical studies are needed to help to
understand them.
Therefore, a proper understanding of the above physical phenomena and other real
world problems, e.g., explosions and blast waves, supersonic flight and the propagation
of shock waves in tubes or channels, can be achieved by solving the systems of non-
linear conservation laws governing these problems. In general, it is impossible to solve
the equations for these complicated flows exactly. To overcome this problem numerical
methods have been developed to provide numerical approximations of the true solu-
tion of the governing equations. These equations can then be solved using computer
programs. In this thesis, the equations of supersonic flow, the compressible Euler equa-
tions of gas dynamics, are used to solve for shock propagation in a curved channel. The
numerical solutions obtained in this thesis are compared with experimental results and
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The objective of this dissertation is to develop robust and accurate numerical meth-
ods for solving the compressible, non-linear Euler equations of gas dynamics in one and
two space dimensions. In theory, solutions of the Euler equations can display various
characteristics including shock waves, rarefaction waves and contact discontinuities. To
capture these features correctly, highly accurate numerical schemes are designed. In
this thesis, two different projects have been studied to show the accuracy and utility of
these numerical schemes.
Firstly, the compressible, non-linear Euler equations of gas dynamics in one space
dimension are considered. Since the non-linear partial differential equations (PDEs)
can develop discontinuities (shock waves), the numerical code is designed to obtain sta-
ble numerical solutions of the Euler equations in the presence of shocks. Discontinuous
solutions are defined in a weak sense, which means that there are many different solu-
tions of the initial value problems of PDEs. To choose the physically relevant solution
among the others, the entropy condition was applied to the problem. This condition
is then used to derive a bound on the solution in order to satisfy L2-stability. Also,
it provides information on how to add an adequate amount of diffusion to smooth the
numerical shock waves. Furthermore, numerical solutions are obtained using far-field
and no penetration (wall) boundary conditions. Grid interfaces were also included in
these numerical computations.
Secondly, the two dimensional compressible, non-linear Euler equations are consid-
ered. These equations are used to obtain numerical solutions for compressible flow in
a shock tube with a 90◦ circular bend for two channels of different curvatures. The
cell centered finite volume numerical scheme is employed to achieve these numerical
iv
solutions. The accuracy of this numerical scheme is tested using two different methods.
In the first method, manufactured solutions are used to the test the convergence rate of
the code. Then, Sod’s shock tube test case is implemented into the numerical code to
show the correctness of the code in both flow directions. The numerical method is then
used to obtain numerical solutions which are compared with experimental data avail-
able in the literature. It is found that the numerical solutions are in a good agreement
with these experimental results.
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The detailed investigation of solutions of the nonlinear partial differential equations
(PDEs) governing compressible flow plays a crucial role in gaining a deeper under-
standing of many real world phenomena. The first real concern for compressible flow
commenced with the advent of high-speed flow. The analysis of such requires a careful
analysis of the density variation in the flow because of the high pressure forces created
in the flow-field [1]. This was first considered in Laval’s convergent-divergent steam
nozzle for marine use towards the end of 19th century. A proper understanding of
supersonic flow became vital due to the advent of the jet engine in the World War
Two, which made supersonic flight possible [3]. This understanding was also vital for
a proper understanding of blast waves, in particular during the development of nuclear
weapons at Los Alamos during the Second World War. The first manned successful
supersonic airplane Bell XS-1 broke the sound barrier and became supersonic on the
14th October, 1947 [1]. These studies of supersonic flow provoked detailed studies
related to the speed of sound, shock waves (discontinuities), flows at different Mach
numbers and the resolution and interaction of shock waves [4, 5]. The speed of sound,
which is a thermodynamic property, was first calculated by the French mathematician
Laplace, as a =
√
γp/ρ, where γ =
cp
cv
, p, ρ, cp and cv are the ratio of specific heats,
the pressure, the density, specific heat at constant pressure and specific heat at con-
stant volume, respectively [1, 6]. The first visualization of shock waves was achieved in
Mach’s study titled ”Photographische Fixierung der durch Projektile in der Luft ein-
geleiten Vorgange” [1, 7] which deals with the supersonic flow passing over a bullet.
1
In Figure 1.1, the formation of strong and weak shock waves in the head and tail of
the bullet, respectively, are demonstrated [8]. Another thermodynamic property, Mach
Figure 1.1: The first illustration of supersonic flow over a bullet. This figure is taken
from [8].
number, M , was first introduced by Jakop Ackeret [9] and named as the Mach number
to honor Ernst Mach for his scientific contributions to supersonic flow [1]. The Mach
number is defined as M = v/a, where v is the flow velocity and a is the speed of sound.
It is also used for the classification of flow regimes, i.e., if the Mach number is M < 1,
M = 1 and M > 1, then flow is defined as subsonic, sonic or supersonic, respectively
[10]. The relations for the jumps in flow quantities across a shock were derived by
Scottish engineer Rankine and French ballistician Hugoniot based on the conservation
of mass, momentum and energy [10, 11, 12], and are
ρ1v1 = ρ2v2, for Mass, (1.1)
p1 + ρ1v
2
1 = p2 + ρ2v
2







, for Energy. (1.3)
Here, subscripts {1,2 } refer to flow quantities ahead and behind the shock wave, respec-
tively, h = e+ p/ρ is the enthalpy and e is the internal energy. The use of an artificial
diffusion term as introduced in the 1950’s by von Neumann and Richtmeyer [13, 14]
was critical to stabilize numerical methods for capturing shock waves. This technique
prevents nonphysical over and under shoots in the numerical solution and ensures the
current entropy jump across the shock [13].
The governing equations formed from the conservation of mass, momentum and
2
energy are termed the Euler equations of gas dynamics. The Euler equations are a
prototype example of nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws. Systems of conservation
laws are used to study many real world problems, e.g., modeling flow over an aerofoil or
other vehicles, modeling wing flutter, predicting the weather, modeling the dynamics
of a single star, traffic flow, flood waves and the propagating of shock waves in tunnels
or tubes [10, 15].
Finding analytical solutions of nonlinear PDEs is extremely challenging because
of the existence of discontinuities in the form of shock waves. Therefore, numerical
methods have been developed to solve these equations [15]. Hence, there is a need
to develop and study numerical solution methods in order to approximate the exact
solution of such non-linear PDEs. The main classes of such numerical solution methods
are finite difference, finite volume, finite element and spectral methods, all of which
have different advantages and disadvantages. In this thesis, our aim is to obtain stable
numerical solutions converging to the exact solutions of the PDEs using finite difference
and finite volume methods.
The historically oldest, most basic and dominantly used numerical method is the
finite difference method. The introduction of finite difference methods was given by
L.F.Richardson in 1910 [16]. The main purpose of his work was to develop finite differ-
ence numerical methods to approximate the solutions of physical problems in irregular
domains [16]. The advantage of this method is its easy implementation in a computer
program and its potential to allow high order, accurate finite difference schemes in an
efficient way. It can also be implemented in multidimensional problems [15]. However,
some challenges in terms of solving problems on complex structured geometries can
occur using this method since the computational domain for finite difference methods
is based on rectangular staggered meshes. This obstacle can be overcome by using
curvilinear coordinates for more general domains, which preserves the same order of
accuracy as for cartesian coordinates [17]. On the other hand, the finite volume method
has advantages for implementation in a computational domain with complex geometries
and yields a greater accuracy compared to finite difference methods [17, 18]. Neverthe-
less, this method becomes computationally expensive due to the complex algorithms for
deriving high order schemes. The common fundamental requirement for both methods
3
is the efficient use of computer resources and memory.
In particular, in the present work we focus on non-linear hyperbolic systems of con-
servation laws which are time dependent. The stable Runge-Kutta scheme is used in the
process of semi-discretization of the governing equations for the temporal discretization.
This method was originally developed by the German mathematician Runge [19] and
enhanced by Heun [20] and Kutta [21]. Another major advance for the numerical solu-
tion of such time dependent hyperbolic conservation laws was introduced by Courant,
Friedrichs and Lewy [5]. It was proved that the domain of numerical dependence must
include the domain of the mathematical problem [22]. In another words, the speed of
the numerical solution must not be faster than the speed of the analytical solution in
order to access the required information from the differential equation. This is called
CFL condition. It is a necessary stability condition and is generally used for hyperbolic
PDEs. A literature review in the field of applied and computational mathematics re-
lated to the numerical solution of the problems considered in this thesis is given in the
following sections.
1.1 Project One : Shock propagation in one-dimensional
space
In the first project, a new numerical approximation for nonlinear hyperbolic sys-
tems of conservation laws in one dimensional space is analyzed. The theory of this
new numerical method was developed for initial value problems by Osher and Tad-
mor in the 1980’s [23, 24, 25] and such schemes are called entropy stable numerical
schemes. This numerical method is based on satisfying the second law of thermody-
namics locally and globally for the entire computational domain. The essential point
of numerical interpretation of the second law of thermodynamics is that entropy is
discretely conserved for smooth regions and increases when the flow encounters shock
waves [1]. This requirement is necessary for numerical schemes to explicitly capture
physical shock waves and to obtain entropy stable solutions. In our study, Tadmor’s
[25] framework for constructing entropy conservative and entropy stable schemes is
taken into consideration. In [26, 27], Godunov and Mock discovered that when the
governing equation is rewritten in entropy variables rather than conservative variables,
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the governing system can be symmetrized and one to one mapping can occur between
the entropy and conservative variables. Such symmetrization enables the construction
of entropy stable schemes by adjusting the amount of artificial numerical diffusion D
in such entropy conservative schemes [24]. It was also noted [25] that while there are
many suitable entropy variables, sT , which are generated by the gradient of the chosen
convex entropy functions Sv = s
T for scalar functions, there are fewer for systems of
hyperbolic conservation laws. To symmetrize the Euler equations of gas dynamics, a
possible family of entropy variables was given by Harten [28]. However, there is only
one admissible entropy function used to symmetrize the governing system in our work
[29]. This entropy function is the physical entropy function defined by Hughes et al.
[30] and symmetrizes the Navier-Stokes equations. The reason to select specifically this
physical entropy is that although our main aim is to solve the compressible Euler equa-
tions, this is a stepping stone to obtain entropy stable schemes for initial boundary
value problems for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations [29]. In [31], Dafermos
proved that having obtained an entropy stable solution, an L2 bound can be imple-
mented on the conservative solution variables. It is worth noting that the novelty of
the proposed work in Chapter 2 relies on including boundaries in conservative entropy
stable schemes for systems of hyperbolic conservation laws.
In addition, there are different studies dealing with the stability of numerical schemes.
The stability of a numerical scheme is primarily studied using the Lax-Ritchmyer the-
orem [32] for linear problems. This states that a consistent and stable approximation
converges to the true solution of a PDE as the computational mesh size goes to zero.
The significance of this theorem is that the stability of a consistent numerical scheme
implies convergence. Hence, from a numerical perspective, stability becomes the key
point to prove convergence. Once the importance of stability was recognized, it has be-
come the subject of more intensive studies for decades. In the following years, another
revolutionary stability theorem for nonlinear problems was developed in the work of
Lax and Wendroff [33, 34]. The only drawback of this Lax-Wendroff theorem is that it
does not guarantee the convergence to a true solution of the PDE. However, it guar-
antees that the numerical solution is one of the weak solutions of the conservation law.
Moreover, the Lax-Wendroff theorem gives confidence in the accuracy of the calculated
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weak numerical solution [15].
In [35], a study was performed to derive entropy stable solutions by deriving con-
servative entropy stable finite difference schemes for initial boundary value problems
for the Euler equations. The selected entropy function to symmetrize their system was
called the homogeneous entropy function and was introduced in [36]. There are two
main drawbacks preventing this entropy being employed in our work. First, the homo-
geneous entropy is not capable of symmetrizing the Navier-Stokes equations. Second,
the boundary entropy inequality condition (see[37]) in [35] was based on an assump-
tion that the diffusion matrix is non-singular. However, this cannot be applied to the
Navier-Stokes equations since in this case the diffusion matrix is singular. A number of
examples of entropy stable schemes including entropy stable fluxes based on different
choices of diffusion matrices have been found in the literature [25, 38, 39].
In Dutt [40], boundary conditions were derived for the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations which guarantee an L2 bound on the solution [40]. The framework of the
study by Dutt provides implementable physical boundary conditions for supersonic and
subsonic inflow and outflow by scaling the physical entropy function and obtaining the
corresponding entropy flux function [29]. The purpose of this applied scaling technique
was to force the entropy flux function to change its sign at the inflow or outflow bound-
ary in order to provide a growth limit on the entropy [29]. However, as pointed out in
[29], Dutt made an assumption on the density that it was limited to a maximum value
in order to obtain entropy stable solutions. However, this is not very convenient from
a physical point of view. Therefore, his approach is not used in our study.
In [41], the aim was to obtain high order numerical solutions for initial boundary
value problems for the compressible Euler equations. This work was influenced by
the previously obtained conservative entropy stable boundary finite difference scheme
reported in [35]. The objective of the theory behind deriving high order entropy stable
schemes was to unravel the solution structures in complex wave propagation problems,
e.g., turbulence, vortices, which cannot be captured by the method of [35] due to its
second order accurate scheme for the interior of the computational domain. A more
appropriate manner to achieve a least diffusive numerical entropy stable scheme was
explained in [41]. This was achieved by constructing novel limiter functions. This
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method leads to less diffused solutions within the domain. This is due to the property
of limiter functions which can control the amount of artificial diffusion for both smooth
and non-smooth regions. It is worth mentioning that the necessity of using a limiter
to obtain least diffusive numerical solutions became a standard technique after its
suggestion by Rosenblunt [13]. It was pointed out in [13] that artificial diffusion should
be added only into the compressed regions but should be neglected for expansion regions
since the presence of discontinuity appears in the compressed medium.
1.2 Project Two : Shock propagation in two-dimensional
curved channels
The second project is based on an experimental study by Edwards et al. [42],
which was performed to investigate the propagation of initially planar shock waves in
air along the two different 90◦ curved channels with rectangular cross sections. The
difference between the channels is their different radii of curvatures. This results in
sharper and shallower channels (see Figure 1.2). The physical set up of the channels
Figure 1.2: Sketch of the channels with different radii of curvature [43]. Here, the
radii of curvature R1 and R2 are of sharp and shallow channels, respectively. (R1 < R2)
affects the behavior and velocities of the shock waves while they are propagating to-
wards the downstream of the channels, e.g., the curvature of the shock waves along
the sharp channel, regaining the initial planar shock waves towards the end of shallow
channel, acceleration on the outer (concave) wall and attenuation on the inner (convex)
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wall [42]. The change in the initial shock wave Mach numbers along the convex and
concave walls for each channel was experimentally calculated. The experimental results
were compared with those obtained using Whitham’s geometrical shock theory [10] for
the Mach numbers at both walls [42], and by using Courant and Friendrich’s 3-shock
theory for the concave wall only [44]. Courant and Friedrich’s 3-shock theory slightly
overestimated the wall Mach numbers of the shock waves on the concave wall, while
the predictions of Whitham’s geometrical shock theory were in a better agreement with
these experimental results [42]. In [43], the numerical propagation of shock waves along
the channels was investigated using Whitham’s geometrical shock theory [10]. Another
study was reported by Schwendeman in 1993 [45] who compared his numerical results
with those obtained by using Whitham’s theory in the earlier work of [43], and agree-
ment was found. In [46], the numerical implementation of geometrical shock dynamics
was extended to three dimensional shock motion and the shock tube experiments of
[42] were revisited. In [46], the shock was a two dimensional surface propagating in
the shock tube of the experiments of [42]. The Mach numbers at the inner and outer
walls were compared with the experimental results. The Mach numbers at the wall
were found to be lower than for the one dimensional work of [43]. This was due to the
extra deformation of the shock as a two dimensional surface.
It is worth noting that Whitham’s geometrical theory provides essential information
on the interaction between the geometry and nonlinearity during the propagation of
non-linear, unsteady and non-planar shock waves [3, 47, 48]. This breakthrough theory
was developed before the availability of the numerical methods able to cope with mul-
tidimensional shock motion. However, Whitham’s geometrical shock theory does not
give the flow field behind the shock wave [10]. To calculate this flow, the gas dynamics
equations need to be solved with any shock waves captured [3, 43, 46]. This solution
can be found using the numerical work presented in Chapter 5 where the gas dynamic
equations are solved numerically based on the two dimensional Euler equations of gas
dynamics in a polar coordinate system. The governing Euler equations were solved
by applying a cell central finite volume scheme and a strong stability preserving third
order Runge-Kutta scheme for the space and time discretizations, respectively [49, 50].
The numerical scheme for the two dimensional governing equations is then verified and
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validated. The verification is provided in Chapter 3 by using the method of manu-
factured solutions for testing whether the developed code is bug-free [51, 52, 53]. In
Chapter 4, the validation is carried out by applying Sod’s shock tube problem for each
direction individually to demonstrate the capability of capturing the physical features
of the nonlinear system, i.e., the rarefaction wave, the contact discontinuity and shock
waves [54]. After considering the verification and validation of the numerical method,
the numerical scheme is implemented for the discretized governing equations. The
numerical scheme is then used to study the curved shock tube problem of [42].
1.3 Layout of the thesis
In this thesis, two main projects are studied to obtain numerically stable solutions
for the time dependent, compressible hyperbolic conservation laws of gas dynamics in
one and two dimensions.
The first project presented in Chapter 2 focuses on deriving robust and accurate
entropy stable finite difference schemes for the compressible Euler equations in one space
dimension subject to typical far-field and wall boundary conditions [29]. In addition,
the interface treatment for connecting two computational domains with different mesh
sizes is also presented. Lastly, the theory for the first project is verified by comparing
the results from the numerical solutions with those reported previously in different test
cases.
The second project involves the investigation of a numerical approach to model
the experimental study of [42, 43] for the propagation of shock waves around curved
shock tubes with 90◦ bends. Two dimensional compressible Euler equations in polar
coordinates are discretized using cell centered finite volume methods in space and a
third order strong stability preserving Runge-Kutta method in time combined with
artificial diffusion. Verification and validation procedures are used for the scheme based
on the method of manufactured solutions in Chapter 3 and the Sod’s shock tube test
case in Chapter 4, respectively. After considering the verification and validation proofs
of the numerical scheme, we analyze the governing problem and illustrate the accuracy
of the numerical scheme by comparing our numerical simulations with the original
experimental study of [42] in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Entropy Stable Schemes for the
Euler Equations with Boundary
Conditions
This chapter deals with a new entropy stable numerical scheme for the equations
















(ρu) = 0. (2.2)
Here u(x, t) is the fluid velocity, ρ(x, t) is the fluid density and p(x, t) is the fluid
pressure. The pressure and density are related through the ideal gas law
p = RρT, (2.3)
where T is the temperature of the fluid and R is the gas constant [10]. The theory
of entropy stable schemes for initial value problems for hyperbolic conservation laws
was developed by Osher [23] and Tadmor [24, 55]. Numerical schemes for hyperbolic
initial-boundary value problems have received much less attention, and entropy stable
schemes even less. The present work addresses this gap by investigating entropy stable
finite difference methods for initial boundary value problems. This chapter forms a
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review and in-depth discussion of the work of Svärd and Özcan [29], which follows on
from previous work by Svärd [35, 41]. In addition, it gives an expanded account of
the proofs of the convergence and stability of the numerical scheme, as outlined in the
original work [29].
Derivation of conservation laws
Conservation laws are initially derived in integral form to measure the total amount
of conserved physical quantities in a system within a selected domain, [xL, xR], such
that [15] ∫ xR
xL
v(x, t)dx = C, (2.4)
where C ∈ R is a constant. Here, xL and xR stand for the spacial positions of the
left and right boundaries of the selected domain respectively, and v(x, t) is a physical
quantity, e.g., density, momentum or total energy to be conserved. In the case of one-
dimensional gas dynamics problem as described in [15], the conservation of physical
quantities of the gas filling a tube can be taken into account. There are sources or
sinks, so the physical quantities are assumed to be conserved. If there is a gas flowing
across the endpoints, xL and xR, then any change in the physical quantity is measured





v(x, t)dx = g(v(xL, t))− g(v(xR, t)). (2.5)
Here, flux g(v(xL, t)) enters into the system from the left boundary at xL and the
flux g(v(xR, t)) leaves the system from the right boundary at xR. Note that the total
variation in the physical quantity v(x, t) in the time interval t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 can be obtained




(v(x, t2)− v(x, t1)) dx =
∫ t2
t1
(g(v(xL, t))− g(v(xR, t))) dt. (2.6)
To solve the conservation equation using any convenient numerical method, its integral
form should first be converted to a differential form. Thus, the physical quantity v(x, t)
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g(v(x, t))dx = g(v(xR, t))− g(v(xL, t)). (2.8)
Substituting equations (2.7) and (2.8) into equation (2.6), the integral form of the













dxdt = 0. (2.9)
Since equation (2.9) must be hold for any selected domain [xL, xR] in any time interval
t1 ≤ t ≤ t2, the integrand must be zero. Therefore, the equation of conservation can






g(v(x, t)) = 0, (2.10)
or
v(x, t)t + g(v(x, t))x = 0. (2.11)
Since solutions of nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws may develop discontinues in
finite time, i.e., shock waves, they generally need to be interpreted in a weak form.
2.1 Weak Solutions and Entropy Condition
A finite difference numerical method subject to entropy stability is used to obtain
numerical solutions of hyperbolic conservation laws in a bounded domain, i.e., equations
of the form
v(x, t)t + g(v(x, t))x = 0, xL ≤ x ≤ xR, t ≥ 0 (2.12)
v(x, 0) = v0(x), t = 0 (2.13)
H(v(xL, t), v(xR, t)) = (bL(t),bR(t)), x = xL, xR. (2.14)
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Here, v(x, t) and g(v(x, t)) are the vector of unknowns and the corresponding flux
vector, respectively.
Since the desired problem to solve is an initial-boundary value problem, initial,
v0(x) and boundary data, bL,R(t), are required to obtain numerical solutions. In ad-
dition, they are bounded and known data, bL,R ∈ L∞. In [29], the initial conditions
are bounded and compactly supported, which means that they are equal to zero out-
side of the selected domain and this yields the solution in a compact set [15]. Also,
Dirichlet type boundary conditions are enforced weakly using the boundary operator
H(v(xL,R, t)) to obtain entropy stable numerical solutions. The particular details of
the boundary conditions are determined in Section 2.3. Numerical solutions of the
governing system (2.12) may blow up in finite time since the derivative of the solution
vector can go to infinity, v(x, t)x → ∞. Thus, numerical solutions of a non-linear sys-
tem often include singularities, such as shock waves, and they are evaluated in a weak
form [56]. Therefore, a compactly supported test function φ is chosen and equation
(2.12) is multiplied by it,
φv(x, t)t + φg(v(x, t))x = 0.





[φvt + φgx] dxdt = 0,
where time is positive, t > 0, and t ∈ R+. Next, applying integration by parts for the



































on using the compactness property of the test function φ(x,∞)v(x,∞)→ 0. Lastly, on














[φ(xL, t)g(xL, t)− φ(xR, t)g(xR, t)] dt. (2.15)
However, there is more than one weak solution to approximate the solution of the
governing system. Since weak solutions are not unique, the extra auxiliary entropy
condition is required to select the physically relevant weak solutions of the system [56].
Entropy quantifies the disorder in a system according to the second law of thermody-
namics. Although, entropy is conserved for smooth solutions, it jumps to a higher value
across a discontinuity in the physical system [1]. There are two different descriptions
for entropy available in the literature, i.e. physical entropy and mathematical entropy.
While the physical entropy increases in the presence of discontinuity in the system ac-
cording to second law of thermodynamics, the mathematical entropy decreases. The
latter is because of the negative sign concorporated in the mathematical entropy. For
instance, while the physical entropy function is S = −v2/2 [57], the mathematical en-
tropy function is S = v2/2 for the inviscid Burgers’ equation as detailed in Section 2.3.2.
However, there is no substantive difference between these two entropies [57]. The math-
ematical entropy is only used for the inviscid Burgers’ equation (Section 2.3.2) while the
physical entropy is used in the numerical method developed in the remaining sections
of this chapter.
To clarify the idea of using entropy condition to chose physically relevant weak
solutions among many other non-unique weak solutions, the inviscid Burgers’ equation








= 0, x ∈ R, t ≥ 0, (2.16)
with an initial condition of
v(x, 0) =

0 if x < 0,
1 if x > 0
(2.17)
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There are two possible solutions of equation (2.16) satisfying the initial condition (2.17)
[58]. One possible solution is equation (2.18) on either left and right sides of the shock
wave at x = t/2.
v1(x, t) =

0 if x < t/2,
1 if x > t/2
(2.18)
It is worth noting that v1(x, t) being a discontinuous solution satisfies the Rankine-
Hugoniot shock condition [15]. The second possible solution is a continuous solution
and is also known as a rarefaction wave type of solution. So that
v2(x, t) =

0 if x ≤ 0,
x
t
if 0 ≤ x ≤ t
1 if x ≥ t
(2.19)
Here, as an example, we use the Lax’s entropy condition [15, 56] to find the physically
relevant weak solution of the inviscid Burgers’ equation among two possible solutions,
v1(x, t) and v2(x, t).
Theorem 2.1.1. (Lax’s entropy condition [15, 56]) The speed of the shock wave, which
is calculated by using Rankine-Hugoniot shock conditions as explained in Chapter 1,
satisfies the entropy condition if the following inequality
f ′(vl) > λ > f
′(vr) (2.20)
is satisfied. Here vl and vr are the constants on left and right sides of the discontinuity
curve, respectively and λ is the speed of shock propagation.
Let’s first consider whether the discontinuous solution v1(x, t) is an physically rel-
evant weak solution. If discontinuous solution v1(x, t) satisfies both Rankine-Hugoniot
shock condition and entropy condition, it is a physically relevant weak solution [56].
Since, v1(x, t) already satisfies Rankine-Hugoniot shock condition as mentioned above,
it needs to be checked if it also satisfies the Lax’s entropy condition in equation (2.20).
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Thus, first, the speed of discontinuous propagation λ is calculated as follows
[f(v)] = λ[v], (2.21)














Then, equation (2.20) becomes [59]
f ′(vl) = vl = 0 ≯
1
2
≯ 1 = vr = f ′(vr).
Consequently, it is clear that the Lax’s entropy condition is violated by the solution
v1(x, t) along the discontinuity curve, x = t/2. Therefore, the rarefaction wave solu-
tion, v2(x, t) can be selected as the physically relevant solution of the inviscid Burgers’
equation.
Now, we consider a system with a convex entropy function S(v(x, t)) augmented
with a corresponding entropy flux function Q(v(x, t))v = S
T
v gv, where gv = J(v) is the
Jacobian matrix of the flux function g(v(x, t)) [60]. Multiplying equation (2.12) by the
entropy variable s(v)T = Sv gives the entropy conservation law
Svvt + Svg(v)x = 0,
or
St +Qvvx = 0 (2.24)
St +Qx = 0, (2.25)
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on using equation (2.12). Equation (2.25) is valid solely for smooth solutions. However,
when flow encounters shock waves, a discontinuity appears in the system and the en-
tropy should increase. To prevent this, first, the weak limiting solution of the modified
conservation law is obtained by adding artificial viscosity to the right hand side (RHS)
of equation (2.12) [61],
vε(x, t)t + g
ε(v(x, t))x = εv
ε(x, t)xx, xL ≤ x ≤ xR, t ≥ 0, (2.26)
where vε(x, t)xx is the artificial viscosity term. The limiting solution, i.e., lim
ε→0
vε(x, t) =
v(x, t), satisfies the original conservation law (equation (2.12)) weakly, when the con-
stant ε of the artificial viscosity term goes to zero [60]. Second, an entropy inequality
condition must be satisfied for the modified conservation law in order to obtain entropy
stable solutions [60]. For this, the same procedure is applied as for obtaining the en-
tropy conservative equation in the smooth regime. Equation (2.26) is multiplied by the
entropy variable s(v)T = Sv, so that
S(v)t +Q(v)x = εS(v)vvxx. (2.27)
The RHS of equation (2.27) can be rewritten as
S(v)vvxx = (S(v)vvx)x − S(v)vvv2x. (2.28)
If the convexity property of the entropy function, S(v)vv ≥ 0, is applied in equation
(2.28), this leads
(S(v)vvx)x ≥ S(v)vvxx. (2.29)
After substituting equation (2.29) into equation (2.27)
S(v)t +Q(v)x ≤ ε(S(v)vvx)x (2.30)
and letting ε goes to zero, the entropy inequality condition is
S(v)t +Q(v)x ≤ 0. (2.31)
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The main reason for making changes on the RHS of equation (2.27) is to prevent any
uncontrolled discontinuity which might be created owing to the v2x term after integrating
equation (2.27) in space [15]. Then, the entropy inequality is also integrated in space





S(v) +Q(v(xR, t))−Q(v(xL, t)) ≤ 0. (2.32)
The desired entropy stable solutions can be attained if any change of entropy is bounded
in time. Thus, Q(v(xL, t))−Q(v(xR, t)) ≤ C has to be bounded above by a constant C ∈
R which depends on the initial values of the initial value problem. However, since initial-
boundary value problems are the main subject in this study this constant depends
on both the initial and boundary values of these problems. Therefore, only the left
boundary at x = xL is considered in detail in the present chapter. The right boundary
can be treated similarly. Hence, the entropy flux at the left boundary, Q(v(xL, t)),
must also be bounded.
Before applying this entropy theory in the numerical scheme for solving the hy-
perbolic conservation law, there are a couple of points to be highlighted. First, the
conservation laws should be rewritten with entropy variables. This can be done by
using the convexity property of entropy function, which leads to a one-to-one mapping
between the conservative variable, v, and the entropy variable, s(v), i.e., v → s(v)
[26, 27]. Thus, conservation laws with conservative variables can be rewritten in terms
of entropy variables as
v(s)t + g(s)x = 0, (2.33)
where v = v(s) and g(v(s)) = g(s). Second, thanks to the convexity property of the
entropy function, the governing system with entropy variables is symmetric hyperbolic
[26, 27, 60]. This symmetric form of the conservation law with entropy variables has
no negative effect on conservation and still preserves the same weak solution of the
governing system [28]. Finally, another fundamental crucial function was reported
by Harten [28]. Here, some Jacobian of nonlinear scalar functions with respect to
entropy variables were given as the definition of the conservative variable, v, and the
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corresponding conservative flux function, g(v(s)), such that
ξs = v
T , ηs = g
T . (2.34)
Here, T denotes the transpose and ξ and η are so-called potential and potential flux
functions, respectively. These nonlinear functions are used in the description of the
entropy and corresponding entropy flux functions [26, 28], such as
S(v) = vT s− ξ(s) (2.35)
Q(v) = gT s− η(s). (2.36)
An equivalent form was reported by [25, 27] as
ξ(s) = sT v − S(v) (2.37)
η(s) = sT g −Q(v), (2.38)
which also satisfy equation (2.34) [62], such that
ξs = v
T + sT vs − Svvs = vT
ηs = g
T + sT gvvs −Qvvs = gT .
It is worth mentioning that these potential fluxes are also convex according to the






vv ≥ 0, v → s(v)T = Sv,
by a one-to-one mapping between the entropy and conservative variables [25]. The
potential function and corresponding potential flux function are particularly essential
in determining whether a numerical scheme is entropy conservative or entropy stable.
To achieve numerical entropy stable solutions, the associated entropy functions and
the other auxiliary relations explained above are added to the numerical scheme in
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the following sections. In Section 2.2 numerical entropy stable schemes are introduced
briefly for an initial value problem (Cauchy case, Ω = (−∞,+∞)), explained in the
work of [25]. Then, in the following Section 2.3 the proposed scheme is derived by
restricting the Cauchy domain with a left boundary, Ω = [xL,+∞), as described in the
work of [29].
2.2 Overview of entropy stable schemes for Cauchy Case
In this section, the hyperbolic conservation law with entropy variables (equation















Here, ∆x = xi+1−xi denotes the mesh size between two consecutive discrete point, and
gi+1/2 is the discrete numerical flux vector at xi+1/2 = (xi +xi+1)/2. Moreover, Di+1/2
is the numerical diffusion matrix and v(si) refers to the numerical solution vector at xi.
In addition, a consistency between the discrete (see equation (2.39)) and differential
(see equation (2.33)) forms of the conservation laws is assumed to exist.
The numerical entropy stable solutions are required to satisfy the following numer-





To this end, equation (2.39) is multiplied by the discrete entropy variable sT (vi) =
Sv(vi) from the left, so that





























(si − si−1)T gi−1/2 = 0. (2.43)









(ηi+1 + ηi). (2.44)












(si − si−1)T gi−1/2 −
1
2












(si − si−1)T gi−1/2 +
1
2
(ηi − ηi−1) = 0. (2.46)
Here, there is a need to state the comparison principle theorem presented in [25] for nu-
merical fluxes which are entropy conservative or entropy stable. By using this theorem
the amount of numerical viscosity possessed by the entropy conservative and entropy
stable numerical fluxes can be compared.
Theorem 2.2.1. The conservative scheme equation (2.39) is entropy conservative if,
for three-point schemes,
∆sTi+1/2gi+1/2 = ∆η1+1/2, (2.47)
and entropy stable if the inequality
∆sTi+1/2gi+1/2 ≤ ∆η1+1/2 (2.48)
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holds, where ∆sTi+1/2 = (si+1 − si)
T /2 and ∆ηi+1/2 = (ηi+1 − ηi)/2 (see [25]).
Here, the three-point scheme refers to the numerical solution, vn+1i which depends





to the study in [25] if the amount of viscosity is greater than the one possessed by
numerical entropy conservative flux (2.47), then the numerical flux is so-called entropy
stable, so that the condition in equation (2.48) is satisfied. Therefore, the comparison
of viscosity can be stated as in [25]
Di+1/2 ≤ Desi+1/2, (2.49)
where Di+1/2 and D
es
i+1/2 refer to viscosity in entropy conservative and entropy stable
fluxes for the conservative numerical scheme (2.39), respectively. Letting gi+1/2 be






The sum of all locally entropy stable inequalities gives the global entropy inequality.








In this section, since initial value problems are considered, the global entropy bound
is satisfied automatically with compactly supported initial data in RHS of the above
equation. There are many examples of this given in [25, 38, 39].
2.3 Entropy stable schemes for a bounded domain
In this chapter, the main intention is to derive a stable numerical scheme having a
global bound on the entropy. To this end, the entire scheme needs to satisfy the entropy
stability condition in equation (2.41). To this point, the interior scheme is merely eval-
uated to satisfy the numerical entropy stability condition locally. Since the governing
system is an initial boundary value PDE, the remaining boundary discretization must
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satisfy the entropy stability condition and must lead to a global entropy bound. For
simplicity, the boundary scheme is only considered at the left boundary, x = xL since
the same procedure can be applied to the right boundary, x = xR. Therefore, the





Here, v(sL) is the numerical solution and g̃L is the numerical left boundary function at
x = xL. Before giving a detailed prescription of the numerical boundary flux g̃L, there
is a need to define some auxiliary relations. Then the entropy stability condition needs













Lg1/2 − sTL g̃L = 0. (2.54)




2(ηL+η1) are added to and subtracted






(sL − s1)T g1/2 +
1
2
(η1 + ηL)− sTL g̃L = 0. (2.55)
Here, the numerical entropy flux function at the left boundary, Q̃L, is determined as
Q̃L = s
T
L g̃L − ηL, (2.56)




(SL)t +Q1/2 − Q̃L +
1
2
(sL − s1)T g1/2 +
1
2
(η1 − ηL) = 0.
It is assumed that the interior numerical fluxes (gi+1/2 when i ≥ 0) are entropy stable
and so satisfy equation (2.48). The desired local entropy inequality is then obtained
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Next, we multiply the inner (2.50) and left boundary (2.57) entropy schemes by ∆x






∆x(Si)t ≤ Q̃L = sTL g̃L − ηL. (2.58)
The numerical boundary entropy flux function at the RHS has to be bounded to provide
a global entropy bound, Q̃L < C, where C ∈ R is a constant. Therefore, the entropy
stable numerical boundary flux, g̃L, has to be constructed to bound Q̃L. Theorem
2.2.1 is presented as a recipe for constructing entropy stable fluxes using the compar-
ison principle for numerical diffusion matrices. Therefore, first the numerical entropy
conservative boundary flux is described and then the entropy stable flux due to adding
artificial diffusion into the system is explained.
Let ĝL be an entropy conservative boundary flux which satisfies
(sL − s(bL))T ĝL = ηL − η(bL). (2.59)
This step alone is not enough for the numerical solution to converge to physical weak
solutions, since there are many choices of entropy conservative functions, even only one
entropy is used [25, 39]. The entropy conservative fluxes are also not enough to enforce
a decay in the entropy across a discontinuity. In [63], the Roe averaged matrix was
implemented into the boundary flux as an artificial numerical diffusion to construct an
entropy stable boundary flux. The original Roe matrix was constructed for conservative
fluxes to satisfy
g(vi+1)− g(vi) = R̃i+1/2(vi+1 − vi), (2.60)
where g(vi) is the numerical flux in conservative variables. The advantage of using
the Roe average matrix is that it enables the capture of a shock wave satisfying the
Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition [63]. This condition is an example of how two grid
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points are connected across a shock or a contact discontinuity. In general, it is
g(vi+1)− g(vi) = V (vi+1 − vi), (2.61)
where V is the velocity of the shock wave [50]. The Roe average matrix also preserves
conservation and does not have a complicated algebra structure [63].
In [25, 62] the existence of such a matrix is given in the general case by integrating
the Jacobian matrix over a path between vi and vi+1, i.e., vi+1/2 =
1
2(vi + vi+1) +





where vθ = ∆vi+1/2 refers to derivative of v with respect to θ and is independent of
θ. After substituting equation (2.62) into equation (2.60), the integral form of the





Since the Roe average matrix is introduced into the numerical scheme as a numerical
artificial diffusion matrix with conservative variables, the mapping between the conser-
vative and entropy variables is defined via an auxiliary integral along the same path,
si+1/2 =
1
2(si + si+1) + θ∆si+1/2. Therefore,






vs(si+1/2(θ))dθ(si+1 − si), (2.64)
where Pi+1/2 =
∫ 1/2
−1/2 vs(si+1/2(θ))dθ is symmetric invertible and positive definite ma-
trix and has a one-to-one connection between the conservative and entropy variables
due to the convexity of the physical entropy [25]. Then, substituting equations (2.63)
and (2.64) into equation (2.60), we have













= G̃i+1/2(si+1 − si),
where G̃i+1/2 =
∫ 1/2
−1/2 gs(si+1/2(θ))dθ is the Jacobian matrix for the flux in entropy
variables gs. Then, the connection of the Roe average Jacobian fluxes with the entropy








where K̃Ti+1/2 and K̃i+1/2 are normalized eigenvectors, K̃
T
i+1/2K̃i+1/2 = I. Here, I is
the identity matrix. It is to be remarked that the Roe average matrix between the
boundary value and boundary data has g(sL)− g(bL) = G̃L(sL − bL).







(sL − bL), (2.67)
where D̂L is an unknown symmetric matrix. In the case of equality between sL and bL
the numerical entropy conservative boundary flux ĝL can be written as an arithmetic
average of two fluxes of boundary value and boundary data, g(sL)+g(bL)2 . The matrix
D̂L is assumed to have the same eigenvectors as the Roe average matrix, i.e., D̂L =
K̃Lτ̂LK̃
T
L , where τ̂L is an unknown diagonal matrix [29]. Since the eigenvectors of the
Roe matrix are known, the remaining terms to be determined are the eigenvalues of










K̃TL (sL − bL), (2.68)
where τ̂L has diagonal entries which are the positive or negative diffusion coefficients of
the entropy conservative scheme. It is remarked that, in general, entropy conservative
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flux has no diffusion and the D̂L matrix is a resemblance of the diffusion Di+1/2 at
the boundary scheme definition in equation (2.40). This is clarified by considering the
example of the inviscid Burgers equation in Appendix A. The numerical left boundary
flux is derived by considering only in going characteristics. Therefore, only positive







(sL − bL), (2.69)
where YL = |G̃L| + D̂L + |D̂L| and |G̃L| have all eigenvalues in a positive sign, i.e.,
|G̃L| = K̃L|τ̃L|K̃TL . Also, positive eigenvalues of the diffusion matrix of the entropy








The stability of the solution of non-linear problems is proved by capturing any
possible growth of the entropy. In another words, by having a global bound on entropy.
This is achieved by having a bound on the boundary terms for initial boundary value
problems. Therefore, the following theorem is an essential guide for achieving the
desired stability for numerical solutions of the governing conservation law.
Theorem 2.3.1. [29] Let the numerical scheme for the governing initial-boundary value











Let gi+1/2, i ≥ 0, be consistent entropy stable fluxes and the entropy stability conditions
(2.50) and (2.57) hold for the interior and boundary schemes, respectively. Then, the






(Si)t ≤ Q̃L = sTL g̃L − ηL ≤ C. (2.72)
An L2 bound on the solution, ‖v‖2 ≤ C1 [31], where C,C1 ∈ R are constants then
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follows [29].
Proof. It is clear that the RHS of equation (2.72) has to be bounded to obtain a
global entropy bound. A similar argument with a different entropy function, called
homogeneous entropy, is used for the compressible Euler equations in [35]. The reason
is that there are several options for entropy functions to symmetrize the Euler equations
of gas dynamics, whilst there is solely one entropy function (physical entropy function)
to symmetrize the Navier-Stokes equations. Since the present work is considered as a
steeping stone towards obtaining numerical results for the Navier-Stokes equations, the
proof of this theorem is different than the proof of [35]. The present Euler equations
can be treated as the convective part of the Navier-Stokes equations.
Let us start by adding and subtracting Q(bL) to the definition (2.56) of the numer-
ical boundary entropy flux function
Q̃L = s
T
L g̃L − ηL +Q(bL)−Q(bL),
where Q(bL) = s(bL)
T g(bL)− η(bL). Then,
Q̃L = s
T
L g̃L − ηL − s(bL)T g(b) + η(bL) +Q(bL)
= (sL − s(bL))T g̃L + s(bL)T (g̃L − g(bL))− (ηL − η(bL)) +Q(bL).
After using the definition of numerical boundary flux from equation (2.69), this becomes
Q̃L = s(bL)
T (g̃L − g(bL)) +Q(bL)− (ηL − η(bL))









where the numerical entropy conservative boundary flux satisfies
(sL − s(bL))T ĝL = (ηL − η(bL)),
= s(bL)















− |G̃L|+ D̂L + |D̂L|
2
(sL − bL),
where g(sL)−g(bL) = G̃L(sL−bL) by the definition of the Roe average matrix between
the boundary point and boundary data. Hence














L )(sL − bL).
Inserting the above expression into (2.73) gives,
Q̃L = s(bL)
T (G̃−L − D̂
+





The growth of the solution affects the eigenvalues as they depend on the solution of the
non-linear PDE [35, 41]. Therefore, equation (2.74) is rewritten using eigencomponents,
i.e., eigenvalue and eigenvectors, of the G̃L and D̂L matrices,







L )(sL − s(bL))
− (sL − s(bL))T
K̃L(|τ̃L|+ |τ̂L|)K̃TL
2
(sL − s(bL)). (2.75)
For notational convenience the subscript L is now dropped. The eigenvalue and eigen-
vector matrices have N components such that τ̂ = diag(τ̂1, . . . , τ̂n), τ̃ = diag(τ̃1, . . . , τ̃n)
and K̃ =
[
k̃1| . . . |k̃n
]
, where τ̂i, τ̃i and k̃i represent ith eigenvalues and eigenvector,
respectively. We define s(b)i = s(b)
T k̃i and (s−s(b))i = (s−s(b))T k̃i and insert these













(s−s(b))i(|τ̃i|+ |τ̂i|)(s−s(b))Ti . (2.76)
It can be observed that the last term in equation (2.76) is non-positive and τ̃−i − τ̂
+
i ≤
|τ̃i| + |τ̂i|, where |τ̃i| + |τ̂i| ≥ 0. However, this result is not adequate to fulfill the
requirements to satisfy an upper bound on entropy Q̃L. All possible growth rates of
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either eigenpairs or solution values have to be evaluated. It is noted that the argument
is now developed by evaluating each eigenvalue contribution separately for simplicity,
since both can be dealt with similarly. Hence






















(s− s(b))i(|τ̃i|)(s− s(b))Ti (2.78)
are boundary terms corresponding to the τ̂ and τ̃ eigenvalues, respectively. Here, only
BTτ̃ is considered. Further details on BTτ̂ can be found in [29].
BTτ̃ is decomposed into two groups of boundary terms for the contribution of the



















(s− s(b))i(|τ̃i|)(s− s(b))Ti . (2.80)
Without loss of generality, BT2N is assumed to be bounded via bounded eigenvalues
τ̃i, i = 2, .., N . BT1 is considered below in the rest of the proof. This is a convenient
and simple way to discuss the existence of any potential growth in the system, because
of the fact that each eigenvalue direction is evaluated individually. If there is a similar
behavior in one of the eigenvalue directions of the BT2N , this can be treated similarly
as for the BT1. Next, two main cases are considered for the BT1 boundary term.
Case 1:
Assume that the eigenvalue τ̃1 is bounded. Then, the remaining solution values
s(b)1 and (s− s(b))1 are evaluated to determine the possibility of any possible growth.
Here, recall that s(b)1 is introduced via the bounded physically admissible boundary
data, b ∈ L∞ and k̃1 is a unit vector. Therefore, s(b)1 is bounded. Then, the remaining
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(s− s(b))1 solution value is considered in two cases as well. If (s− s(b))1 is bounded,
then there are constants which bound the growth from above and below for the BT1
boundary terms such that
C1 ≤ BT1 ≤ C,
where C ∈ R and C1 ∈ R are the constants. It is worth noting that it is sufficient to
obtain a bound from only above on Q̃L to obtain an entropy stable solution. Also, if
(s − s(b))1 grows rapidly enough, then the last term on the RHS of BT1 in equation
(2.79) results in a negative quadratic growth. Hence, BT1 is bounded from above with
BT1 ≤ C.
Case 2:
Let the |τ̃1| eigenvalue has unbounded growth, i.e., |τ̃1| → ∞. Then similar argu-
ments to Case 1 can be applied. In terms of the growth of |(s − s(b))1| ≥ 2|s(b)1|,
the quadratic terms suppress the remaining terms and give an upper bound on BT1
independently of |τ̃1|, so that
BT1 ≤ C.
However, if |(s− s(b))1| is bounded above where 2|s(b)1|, i.e., |(s− s(b))1| ≤ 2|s(b)1|,
we have that BT1 > 0 can grow rapidly. However, this is theoretically not possible
for conservation laws which are subject to entropy. This is because that any growth
of the eigenvalues τ̃1 will cause a growth in its eigenvector, k̃1 and also its solution
(s−s(b))1 = (s−s(b))T k̃1. This can be proved by expressing the governing conservation
law as
vsst + gssx = 0 (2.81)
so that,
vsst + K̃τ̃ K̃
T sx = 0 (2.82)
K̃T vsK̃(K̃
T s)t + τ̃(K̃
T s)x = 0. (2.83)
where vs > 0 is a positive definite, symmetric matrix and gs is a symmetric matrix due
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to the convex physical entropy [25]. If any growth can occur, then it can only happen
locally [29]. For this reason, the coefficients of the solution are frozen such that
K̄T v̄sK̄(K̄
T s)t + τ̄(K̄
T s)x = 0, (2.84)
where all terms with the ¯ superscript are frozen coefficients. Since K̄T v̄sK̄ > 0, then
the eigencomponents and solution grow positively. Therefore, (s−s(b))1 = (s−s(b))T k̃1
causes a growth due to growth of the corresponding eigenvalue |τ̃1| and so gives a bound
on the entropy.
In conclusion, any possibility of growth on boundary terms according to the con-
tributions of the τ̃ and τ̂ eigenvalues has been examined and it was found that the
numerical boundary entropy function is bounded above, Q̃L < C. This leads to a
global bound on the entropy and L2 stability of the solution ‖v‖2 will follow according
to the convex physical entropy detailed in [31].
Next, the following proposition is a brief description showing how boundary condi-
tions are included in the scheme by using a consistent linear theory.
Proposition 2.3.1. The proposed left boundary condition g̃L is consistent with linear
theory and enforces the boundary data bL on the characteristic variables for in-going
fluxes [29].
Proof. Linear theory indicates that if the solution is smooth, then linear stability can
be implied for the non-linear system [64]. Therefore, linearization of the scheme is
carried out to show how the boundary conditions are enforced around smooth solutions.









(zi+1 − zi) (2.85)
g̃L = A(xL, t)zL −A+(xL, t)(zL − z(bL)), (2.86)
where A is a bounded matrix and z is a linear variable. In the linear case flux is
defined by gL = A(x, t)z and the linear diffusion matrix is determined by DL. Here,
the diffusion matrix at the boundary is considered as DLx=xL = |A(xL, t)| and z(bL)
is the boundary data in the linearized scheme. In equation (2.86) boundary data is
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included by in-going characteristics variables in A+. This directly enforces the correct
number of boundary conditions [29]. Moreover, it is noted that the boundary scheme
for the non-linear case in equation (2.52) is changed to
(vL)t +





(zL − z(bL)) = 0. (2.87)
Then, this scheme reduces to the standard SBP-SAT schemes that have been extensively
analyzed for the linearized Euler and Navier-Stokes equations [65, 66].
Lastly, a convergence weak solution is obtained with the conservative numerical
scheme by using the theory developed above. The proof is presented in the next section.
2.3.1 Lax Wendroff Theorem
The numerical solution converges to a physically relevant weak solution as the mesh
size tends to zero, i.e., ∆x,∆t→ 0 for the conservative entropy stable numerical scheme.
To do this a well known Lax-Wendroff Theorem [15, 29, 34] is proved for the governing
equations, which are non-linear hyperbolic conservation laws in a bounded domain. It
is worth noting that the existence of physically relevant weak solutions comes from the
numerical scheme satisfying the entropy stability criteria.
Theorem 2.3.2. A sequence of bounded numerical solutions vi(x, t), i.e., vi(x, t) ∈ L∞,
is generated by a consistent and conservative entropy stable numerical method as given
by equations (2.39), (2.52) and (2.69). Then, this sequence of numerical solutions
vi(x, t) converges almost everywhere to a weak solution as given by equation (2.15) as
the grid is refined, i.e., ∆x,∆t→ 0, including the initial and boundary values.
Proof. Let φ(x, t) be a compactly supported smooth test function, i.e., φ(x, t) ∈ C10
which is projected onto discrete points, φi(xi, t) = φ(xi, t). Then, the interior and
boundary parts of the numerical scheme given by equations (2.39) and (2.52) are mul-
tiplied by φi∆x and φ0
∆x
2 , respectively, to give
∆xφi(vi)t + φi(gi+1/2 − gi−1/2) = 0, i > 0 (2.88)
∆x
2
φL(vL)t + φL(g1/2 − g̃L) = 0. (2.89)
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gi+1/2(φi+1 − φi)− φLg̃L = 0. (2.90)
Here, the summation by parts rule for spatial derivatives is applied by using the formula∑N
i=1 ci(di− di−1) = cNdN − c1dL−
∑N−1
i=1 (ci+1− ci)di [15]. The use of the summation
by parts rule in the discretized form of the governing equation is very similar to the
theory of integration by parts for the differential form of the governing equations. Both
are intended to remove derivatives from conservative variables and fluxes to a differen-
tiable test function φ. Since the semi-discrete numerical scheme is implemented in the
















− φLg̃L = 0. (2.91)

















 = 0. (2.92)


























After substituting equations (2.93) and (2.94) into equation (2.92) and integrating in








To finalize the proof, integration by parts in time is applied and the compactness and
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smoothness of test function are used to obtain weak solutions
∫ xR
xL









Using the one to one transformation between entropy and conservative variables due to
the convexity of the entropy function and substituting the definition of the boundary
flux into equation (2.96), the analogous form of weak solution to equation (2.15) is
obtained.
To demonstrate an instructive application of the above theory regarding to derived
boundary schemes, the following example is considered.
2.3.2 The Inviscid Burgers’ Equation
The Burgers’ equation with viscous terms is known as a simplified model of the
Navier-Stokes equations, since the both equations have similar convective and viscous
terms. It is worth noting that the original Burgers’ equation was studied by Burgers
with viscous terms [67]. However, the scalar nonlinear Burgers’ equation excluding the
viscous term is also important, especially for the current work, which is compressible








v(x, 0) = v0(x), (2.98)






is the flux function, v0(x) and bL are the initial and left boundary
conditions, respectively. To elucidate the numerical method of the entropy stability
discussion for nonlinear systems, the inviscid Burgers’ equation is selected with the
quadratic entropy function S = v
2
2 , as in [25]. The advantage of this specific choice of
entropy function is not only that it is convex, Svv = 1 > 0, but also it is consistent
because of having a coherent relationship between the entropy variables and the conser-
vative variables, sT = Sv = v. With this quadratic entropy function, the corresponding

















As it was proved in Section 2.2 that to obtain an entropy stability solution, the global
entropy change must be bounded in time. Therefore, the inviscid Burgers equation











































Sdx = Q(xL)−Q(xR). (2.103)
Since the left boundary only is considered, Q(xL) has to be bounded above to obtain
entropy stability, QL = s
T
LgL−ηL ≤ C, where C is a constant. The proposed numerical
algorithm is required to possess entropy conservative and Roe fluxes. The entropy
conservative flux needs to satisfy equation (2.47) in Theorem 2.2.1. To this end, the
entropy conservative flux is stated as






























(vi+1 − vi), (2.105)
















− |vi+1 + vi|
4
(vi+1 − vi). (2.106)
The left numerical entropy stable boundary flux for Burgers equation is achieved by
combining equations (2.104) and (2.106). However, since equation (2.104) satisfies the
entropy conservative criteria, there is a need to make a necessary adjustment to obtain
a numerical entropy stable boundary flux. This is done by including Roe diffusion
matrix and excluding the negative diffusion from entropy conservative flux to obtain a














(vL − bL). (2.107)
(See [25, 68]).
2.3.3 The Euler Equations of Gas Dynamics
The main interest of this chapter is to obtain numerical entropy stable solutions
for the compressible Euler equations of gas dynamics, which is one of the prototype
examples of conservation laws of the form (2.12) in a bounded domain, by satisfying the
weakly enforced Dirichlet type boundary conditions. This system of equations is also
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known as the inviscid part of the Navier-Stokes equations and neglects the viscosity
and heat conduction terms of the Navier-Stokes equations. The compressible Euler
equations of gas dynamics are
ρt + (ρu)x = 0 (2.108)
(ρu)t + (ρu
2 + p)x = 0 (2.109)
Et + (u(E + p))x = 0. (2.110)
These can be written in an equivalent vector form as
vt + g(v)x = 0, (2.111)
where v = [ρ, ρu,E]T is the solution vector and g(v) = [ρu, ρu2 + p, u(E + p)]T is the
corresponding flux vector. In general, the total energy (E) comprises the internal and
kinetic energies, E = (ρu2)/2 + ρe, with (ρu2)/2 the kinetic energy and ρe the internal
energy. Note that since the unknown variables, ρ, u, E and p are more than the
number of equations (2.108), (2.109) and (2.110), there is a need for a fourth auxiliary
equation to define the unknown fourth variable, p, from the conservative variables, ρ, u
and E [15]. This is called the equation of state and it is a relationship between the
internal energy and pressure [15]. For an ideal gas







where γ is the ratio of specific heats, γ = 1.4 for air as air consists primarily of diatomic
molecules. Therefore, the internal energy is equal to ρe = p/(γ − 1) from the equation
of state.
The numerical algorithm described so far now can be implemented for the Euler
equations of gas dynamics to obtain entropy stable numerical solutions using entropy
conservative flux and Roe average diffusion matrices. It was proven by Harten [28] that
there are several choices of entropy conservative variables, s, due to different entropy
functions, S(v). In addition to variety of the entropy functions for the Euler equa-
tions, there are also couple of different derived entropy conservative schemes, which
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are defined in [38, 39, 68, 69]. The entropy conservative fluxes proposed in [39, 69] are
computationally expensive and complicated. On the other hand, the entropy conser-
vative flux proposed in [68] is more practical for numerical simulations and has a lower
computational cost, especially compared with Tadmor’s entropy conservative flux [39].
The reason that Tadmor’s entropy conservative flux is computationally expensive due
to the construction of fluxes in integral form in space. Therefore, the practical and
cheaper entropy conservative flux proposed in [68] is preferred for the entropy stable
scheme in this study. A brief introduction of this entropy conservative flux will be
given, which is henceforth called Roe’s entropy conservative fluxes [68]. Before giving
details of the discrete Roe’s entropy conservative flux and Roe diffusion matrices, let
us consider the related physical entropy and corresponding entropy functions [68],
S = − ρF
γ − 1
, Q = − ρuF
γ − 1
, (2.113)
where F = ln(pρ−γ) is known as the thermodynamic entropy. The corresponding
entropy variables are derived from the entropy function, S, with respect to conservative
variables v, such that














This entropy function is the only entropy function that is capable of symmetrizing the
full Navier-Stokes equations [30, 39]. Therefore, the study of this chapter can be further
extended to study entropy stable schemes for the Navier-Stokes equations.
Roe’s entropy conservative flux is introduced by using arithmetic and logarithmic










Equations (2.115) and (2.116) describe the arithmetic and logarithmic means of two
quantities, respectively. Detailed information about the computation algorithm for
the logarithmic mean is given in Appendix B. These average quantities were first
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proposed by Roe [70] to study the conservation of entropy across contact discontinuity,
unlike the other proposed entropy conservative fluxes [39, 69]. This is the another
drawback of the entropy conservative fluxes proposed in [39, 69], apart from being
computationally expensive and having complicated algorithms. In Roe [70], ρ̂ and â
are averaged by using the logarithmic mean and used in the numerical algorithm to
obtain the desired entropy conservation across a contact discontinuity. In addition,
the remaining averaged quantities are calculated using the arithmetic mean due to the
convenience of its numerical cost. To determine averaged flux quantities, the following







































. Then the entropy conservative flux,
ĝ =
[



































Roe’s entropy conservative flux is now implemented in the grid interface treatment,
the far-field and the wall boundary conditions in Sections 2.3.3.1, 2.3.3.2 and 2.3.3.3 to
obtain a bound on the solution, as described in [29].
2.3.3.1 Far-field Boundary Conditions
The far-field boundary condition is intended to allow any in and out going waves to
flow through the boundaries smoothly [71]. This boundary condition is called an open
or permeable boundary condition. In this section, only left in-going flows are taken into
consideration for simplicity. The numerical boundary flux is designed using the entropy
conservative flux and Roe matrix. The standard Roe matrix [70] satisfies gv = R̃ for
the Euler equations of gas dynamics in conservative variables. However, the numerical
boundary flux is derived using the entropy conservative flux and the Roe average matrix
with entropy variables, which is different from the Roe average matrix with conservative
variables detailed in Section 2.3. This is because the numerical entropy boundary flux
in entropy variables, Q̃L, has to be bounded to obtain global entropy stability, which
yields a bound on the solution for stability. Moreover, the definition of Q̃L consists of
the numerical boundary flux in entropy variables.
Here, this procedure is reversed to define far-field boundary conditions with respect
to conservative variables, instead of entropy variables, due to convenience. To this end,
the auxiliary relations in equation (2.65) are adopted for the boundary flux. Initially,
the symmetric Roe average Jacobian and symmetric positive definite auxiliary matrices












2(sL + bL) + θ∆s−1/2 and ∆s−1/2 = sL − bL [25, 29]. Then, the











L from the right










Since the RHS is symmetric due to the physical entropy, so is the left hand side. These
can be diagonalized by
R̃L = ÑLΛ̃LÑ
−1
L , G̃L = K̃Lτ̃LK̃
T
L . (2.125)
The Roe average Jacobian flux is provided by its absolute value |R̃L| = |G̃L|P̃−1L at the
boundary. Therefore, equation (2.125) can be written in the form of
|R̃L| = ÑL|Λ̃L|Ñ−1L , |G̃L| = K̃L|τ̃L|K̃
T
L . (2.126)














and multiplying by P̃
1/2
L from both sides of the above equality, we have
ÑL|Λ̃L|Ñ−1L P̃L = K̃L|τ̃L|K̃
T
L .
Using the definition P̃L =
vL−b(v)L
sL−b(s)L and applying the one-to-one mapping between the
entropy and conservative variables, v ↔ s, we have
|R̃L|(vL − b(v)L) = |G̃L|(sL − b(s)L). (2.127)
The inverse eigenvector matrix equals its transpose such that Ñ−1L = Ñ
T
L by the sym-
metric properties of the R̃L matrix. ÊL has the same eigenvectors as R̃L and is defined
as the diffusion matrix in conservative variables, i.e., ÊL = ÑLΛ̂LÑ
T
L . Consequently,
the equivalent form of the numerical boundary flux in entropy variables in equation
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− |R̃L|+ |ÊL|+ ÊL
2
(vL − bL). (2.128)
2.3.3.2 Wall Boundary Conditions
In this section, a standard no penetration wall boundary condition is implemented
in the numerical scheme for the discretized compressible Euler equations without speci-
fying whether this flow is in or out or sub or supersonic flows. Compared to the far-field
boundary conditions, this type of boundary does not allow any flow through the wall.
This boundary condition is v.n = 0 where n is the outward unit normal to the wall. A
mirroring technique is used to negate the normal velocity at the boundary and leaves
untouched the remaining flow variables. Hence
vL = (ρ, ρu,E)
T (2.129)
and
bL = (ρ,−ρu,E)T , (2.130)
where vL and bL are the solution and the boundary data at the left boundary, respec-
tively. We remark that vL = bL (iff u = 0) if weak enforcement on the boundary is









Next, the global entropy bound on the solution is proved by obtaining a bound on




L g̃L − ηL ≤ C, (2.132)
where C is a constant. Here, sTL is an entropy variable with respect to the physical
















The corresponding potential function for the same physical entropy is given from the
definition (2.38) as in [38],
ηL = ρu. (2.134)
To obtain the desired bound on the numerical entropy flux, the numerical boundary
flux equation is constructed by using the definition in equation (2.128) with the given
boundary data (2.130) for the wall boundary condition. The calculation of this wall





= (0, ρu2 + p, 0)T .
(2.135)
Furthermore, the ÊL and R̃L matrices are explicitly defined by using Roe’s entropy
conservative flux and Roe average diagonalization matrices, respectively [68]. Roe’s
entropy conservative flux is stated by using the arithmetic average of the flow variable





(1, 0, p)T .
Then, Roe’s entropy conservative flux is derived by substituting this arithmetic average
flow variable vector into equation (2.120) so that
ĝL = (0, p, 0)
T . (2.136)






(vL − bL). (2.137)
After substituting equations (2.129), (2.130), (2.135) and (2.136) into equation (2.137),
we have [29] :




ÊL = diag(0, u, 0).
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In order to calculate the Roe matrix, |R̃L|, Roe average velocity, the total enthalpy,





























Substituting equations (2.129) and (2.130) into equations (2.138), (2.139), (2.140) and
(2.141) gives
ρ̃L = ρ, ũL = 0, h̃L = h, ã
2
L = (γ − 1)h. (2.142)
Here, the Roe average speed of sound is one of the essential components needed to
determine the eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices. In [63], since Roe derived these av-
erage values to satisfy R̃ = gv, the Roe average eigenpairs (eigenvalue and corresponding
eigenvectors) can be explicitly computed. Therefore, the Roe average eigenvalue matrix
is given by
Λ̃ = diag(ũ− ã, 0, ũ+ ã). (2.143)
Since ũL equals zero, the eigenvalue matrix at the left boundary can be written as
Λ̃L = diag(−a, 0, a). (2.144)























2 + ũã −(γ − 1)ũ− ã (γ − 1)
2ã2 − (γ − 1)ũ2 2(γ − 1)ũ −2(γ − 1)
γ−1
2 ũ
2 − ũã −(γ − 1)ũ+ ã (γ − 1)
 , (2.146)
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where Ñ and Ñ−1 are the right and left eigenvector matrices, respectively [68, 72].
After replacing the Roe average values from equation (2.142) into equations (2.145) and









0 − 12a −
1
2h





The Roe matrix is then calculated using equations (2.144), (2.147) and (2.148), giving













− |R̃L|+ |ÊL|+ ÊL
2
(vL − bL)
= (0, ρu2 + p, 0)T − (0, 2u+ρu, 0)T − (0, aρu, 0)T
= (0, (u− 2u+)ρu− aρu+ p, 0)T .

















Since the pressure p and density ρ are assumed to be physically admissible, they must
be positive [29, 68, 73]. Hence, the bound on the boundary entropy flux is achieved,
Q̃L ≤ 0 for wall boundary conditions. Therefore, the entropy is bounded, even without
specifying any kind of inflow or outflow boundary conditions. Note that all interior
fluxes are assumed to be entropy stable and satisfy equation (2.48), as stated in Theo-
rem 2.2.1.
2.3.3.3 Grid Interface Condition
The grid interface treatment is practical and less expensive computationally since it
allows different convergence rates for each of the subdivided domains via interfaces. In
this section, the computational domain is considered as the entire real axis and is split
into two sub-domains via an interface at x = 0. The domains on the left and right sides
of the interface are called the left, ΩL = (−∞, 0], and right, ΩR = [0,∞), computational
sub-domains, respectively. The entropy stable finite difference method is then applied
for each of these computational sub-domains by using appropriate interface boundary
conditions in order to obtain entropy stable solutions. One of the benefits of using
the interface treatment is the ability to have different convergence rates for each at
the split left and right sub-domains. Therefore, different uniform mesh sizes ∆xL and
∆xR can be employed in both the left and right computational domains, respectively.
In addition, the numerical solutions vL and vR and corresponding fluxes gL and gR
of the left and right computational domains can have different numerical values while
approaching the common interface point, x = 0. It means that different numerical
schemes have different interface approximations to the actual solution at the interface,
x = 0.
The requirements needed to obtain stable numerical solutions using the entropy
stable numerical scheme for interface treatment are twofold : a) the boundary fluxes at
the interface have to satisfy the entropy stability condition and bound the total change
of entropy in time and b) the conditions of the Lax Wendroff theorem need to hold
for the numerical solution to converge to a physically relevant weak solution via the
conservative entropy stable method. To this end, the interior and boundary parts of
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where vi and gi±1/2 are the numerical solution and flux values of the interior for the left
domain, respectively, and vL and g̃L are the boundary solution and flux values at the
interface boundary, x = 0, of the left domain, respectively. Furthermore, the equations









where vi and gi±1/2 are the numerical solution and flux values of the interior for the
right domain, respectively. The vR and g̃R represent the boundary solution and flux
values at the interface boundary, x = 0, of the right domain, respectively. Here, the
interior numerical fluxes gi±1/2 for both domains are assumed to be entropy stable and





L/2, respectively, to give
∆xLs
T
i (vi)t + s
T





L(g̃L − g−1/2) = 0.






(SL)t ≤ −Q̃L, (2.154)
where the numerical entropy flux at the interface boundary is Q̃L = s
T
L g̃L − ηL. Next,
the same procedure is followed for the right domain, and the interior and boundary








i (vi)t + s
T





R(g1/2 − g̃R) = 0.
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(SR)t ≤ Q̃R, (2.155)
where the numerical entropy flux function is Q̃R = s
T
Rg̃R − ηR. The total change of
the entropy function for the entire computational domain is calculated by summing












(SR)t ≤ sTRg̃R−ηR−sTL g̃L+ηL. (2.156)
The RHS of inequality refers the interface boundary terms, i.e., BT = sTRg̃R − ηR −
sTL g̃L + ηL and these RHS terms are needed to be bounded to obtain entropy stable
solutions. Therefore, interface boundary terms are entropy stable if they satisfy
sTRg̃R − ηR − sTL g̃L + ηL ≤ 0. (2.157)
Equality means that the boundary fluxes are entropy conservative. The boundary
fluxes are proposed to preserve entropy stability and provide the desired global bound
on entropy [29]. Therefore, the entropy stable left boundary flux is
g̃L = ĝ0 −
|B̃0|
2
(sL − bL), (2.158)
where bL is the boundary data and equals the first term from the right region, bL = sR.
The opposite right boundary flux is
g̃R = ĝ0 +
|B̃0|
2
(sR − bR), (2.159)
where bR is the boundary data and equals the first term from the left region, bR = sL.
Here, ĝ0 is a single interface entropy conservative flux, which is calculated from two
collocated numerical solutions from each domain and B̃0 is assumed to be a symmet-
ric positive semi-definite matrix at the interface x = 0. Note that the numerical test
functions for the interface condition are considered for open boundary (far-field) con-
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ditions and solely in-going fluxes are considered to enforce boundary conditions in a
weak sense. Therefore, the matrix B̃0 is calculated by the absolute value of the Roe
matrices, |B̃0| as in Section 2.3.3.1.

















Here, (sR − sL)T ĝ0 − (ηR − ηL) = 0 due to the entropy conservative flux ĝ0. Then, the













= −(sR − sL)T
|B̃0|
2
(sR − sL) ≤ 0.
In [17], the entropy stable Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO) finite differ-
ence method was used to simulate compressible flows, i.e. Burgers and Navier-Stokes
equations, and the interface fluxes were constructed in a similar manner as in this
chapter.
The convergence of the discrete entropy stable solution via a consistent and conser-
vative numerical scheme to a physically relevant weak solution is essential. This can be
proved by the well known Lax-Wendroff Theorem for the interface treatment as well.
The main objective of this theorem is to provide crucial information about whether the
numerical scheme can converge to a true solution in a weak sense. To prove this the left
and right parts of the scheme, equations (2.150), (2.151), (2.152) and (2.153), are mul-
tiplied by a compactly supported and bounded test function φ(x), which is projected

























































It is assumed that the numerical solution at the interface v0 is the mean of the solutions
from the right and left domains, i.e., v0 =
vL+vL
2 . Then, using the definitions of the
left and right numerical boundary fluxes g̃L,R from equations (2.158), and (2.159) and





















The same procedure is used to show that the conditions of the Lax Wendroff Theorem
are satisfied as in Section 2.3.1, and this leads to convergence to the desired weak








(φtv + φxg) = 0. (2.160)
2.3.3.4 Diffusion Limiter
It has already been stated that entropy is conserved in smooth regions and dissipated
at discontinuities known as shock waves. The entropy stability scheme was developed
to mimic this physical requirement. Therefore, the entropy conservative and stable
fluxes were derived for smooth and non-smooth regions, respectively. In this section,
the limiter function is implemented into the numerical entropy stable fluxes to obtain
more accurate results by maintaining the size of the extra numerical Roe diffusion
matrix as low as possible. A too large artificial diffusion might lead to superfluous
dissipation around shocks and less accurate solutions in the smooth regions. In general,
the least diffusive numerical schemes converge towards more accurate solutions for flows
including more complicated physical features, e.g., turbulence, vortices. These features
persist for a long time and not be dissipated by numerical damping. Here, the least
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diffusive entropy conservative flux and numerical artificial Roe diffusion matrix are
derived together as the numerical flux function [29]
gi+1/2 = ĝi+1/2 −
αi+1/2|R̃i+1/2|
2
(vi+1 − vi), (2.161)
where ĝi+1/2 is the entropy conservative flux and R̃i+1/2 is the artificial Roe diffusion
matrix. Also, αi+1/2 is the limiter scalar function, αi+1/2 ∈ [0, 1]. It was also shown in







(vi+1 − vi). (2.162)







(vi+1 − vi). (2.163)
The detailed description of the limiter scalar function results from the following entropy
stability criteria. First, to obtain entropy stable solutions Theorem 2.2.1 has to be
satisfied by the numerical flux functions. If αi+1/2 equals 1, the flux function is entropy
stable and the stability of the solution is achieved. This was also proved in Section 2.3.
On the other hand, if αi+1/2 equals zero, then the flux function is entropy conservative
and stability results. Since fluxes satisfy the entropy stability condition, it is difficult
to determine where to add the extra numerical diffusion matrix into the system. For
this reason the boundary flux is solely evaluated with a non-diffusive central scheme by
omitting the Êi+1/2 and R̃i+1/2 matrices. In [34], it was found that non-diffusive central
difference schemes fail to preserve continuity when shocks exist in the system and the
scheme becomes unable to capture and mimic this physical feature. To this end, only
the non-diffusive central scheme of the flux is substituted into the entropy stability
condition to localize the regions for adding the artificial diffusion matrix. Hence





− (ηi+1 − ηi) ≤ 0, region is smooth (2.164)





− (ηi+1 − ηi) > 0, region is non-smooth.(2.165)
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It is clear that for non-smooth regions, the limiter scalar function αi+1/2 equals 1. On
the other hand, the scalar function is assumed to be zero for smooth regions, which
is true in general. However, the amount of the numerical artificial diffusion matrix is
modified around the neighborhood of a discontinuity to smooth the behavior in the
numerical solution by simple averaging [29]. To do this, the binary value µ ∈ {0, 1} is
introduced such that [29]
µi+1/2 =

0, for smooth regions





2 , for smooth regions
µi+1/2 = 1, for non-smooth regions.
It is worth noting that this limiter process is applied to the numerical fluxes for no-
penetration wall and far-field boundary conditions and interface treatment and it pre-
serves stability. The robustness of these derived entropy stable boundary schemes is
demonstrated with numerical simulations in Section 2.4, as described in [29].
2.4 Numerical Computations
In this Chapter, the Euler equation of compressible gas dynamics (2.39), (2.52)
and (2.163) are semi-discretized using the fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme and the
entropy stable finite difference scheme in time and in space, respectively based on the
physical entropy pair
S = − ρF
γ − 1
, Q = − ρuF
γ − 1
.
To illustrate the robustness and accuracy of the entropy stable boundary numerical
scheme, three different numerical simulations are presented to test the interface treat-
ment, far-field and wall boundary conditions. Throughout the numerical simulations,
uniform mesh sizes ∆x are used and the time step ∆t is adjusted to satisfy the CFL
condition. The detailed explanation of the CFL condition can be found in Chapter 4.
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2.4.1 Sod’s Shock Tube Test
This test case was proposed in [54] and it was based on several simulations of
different numerical methods and comparison of the results from these simulations with
the exact solution of the Riemann problem [10]. The compressible time dependent
Euler equations of gas dynamics are studied as a canonical example of conservation
laws. Therefore, the piecewise constant initial conditions proposed by Sod can be
applied to the governing equations and the accuracy of the numerical solution can be
tested.
The Euler equation of gas dynamics is solved with the following piecewise constant
initial data on the domain Ω = [−5, 5]
(ρ, u, p) = (1, 0, 1) x < 0
(ρ, u, p) = (0.125, 0, 0.1) x ≥ 0.
This initial discontinuity develops into a left moving rarefaction wave, right moving
shock wave and right going contact discontinuity [10]. All of these flow features and
the interaction of the shock wave with the boundary are illustrated by the density
using the far-field boundary condition. In general this test case is run until Time = 2.0
and is shown in Figures (2.1a) and (2.2a) for 100 and 200 grid points [29]. Similar
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Numerical solution of ρ with 100 grid points (a) at Time = 2.0, (b) at
Time = 4.0.
numerical simulations can be found in [74]. However, since the intention is to test
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the behavior of the shock wave under the far-field boundary condition, the simulation
is run to Time = 4.0. It is clear that the shock wave passes through the boundary
without any stability issues or reflection, as seen in Figures (2.1b) and (2.2b) [29].
Analogous simulations were run for the entropy stable boundary scheme with the far-
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Numerical solution of ρ with 200 grid points (a) at Time = 2.0, (b) at
Time = 4.0.
field boundary condition in [35]. However, the proposed study in [35] was based on
homogeneous entropy pairs, which is different to the one proposed in this Chapter.
2.4.2 Test for Shock-Entropy Wave Interaction
This test case is designed for studying the interaction between strong shock waves
of Mach number of 3 and an entropy wave and was proposed in [74]. The numerical
simulations were run subject to the following initial condition,
(ρ, u, p) = (3.857143, 2.629369, 10.33333) x < −4
(ρ, u, p) = (1 + ε sin(5x), 0, 1) x ≥ −4,
where ε = 0.2. The computational domain is the same as in the previous test case,
i.e., Ω = [−5, 5]. The numerical results are illustrated by the density. The experiments
conducted in [74] were limited to Time = 1.8. The same case is demonstrated with 800
and 3000 grid points in Figures 2.3a and 2.3b [29]. The results obtained here can then
be compared with existing similar studies in the literature [35, 41, 74]. As we mainly
interested in how the numerical scheme copes with the interaction of the shock wave
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Numerical solution of ρ at Time = 1.8 (a) with 800 grid points, (b) with
3000 grid points.
with the boundary, the resolution of the numerical solutions is not our main concern.
Therefore, the numerical test was run with 400 grid points at three different times
Time = 1.8, 2.5 and 2.8 (see Figure 2.4). In Figures 2.4a and 2.4b, the density was
calculated before the shock wave arrives at the boundary and in Figure 2.4c the shock
wave has passed through the boundary at Time = 2.8 without any difficulty. The shock
then passes through the boundary without any stability problem, which is the desired
result.
2.4.3 Test for Interaction of Shock and Wall
This test case, which is also known as the Woodward-Colella test case, is stan-
dard for the compressible Euler equations of gas dynamics [75]. This test case was
originally constructed for testing the ability of a scheme to cope with strong shock
waves. However, instead of the collision of strong shock waves, the main interest is
to observe the reflection of strong shock waves from a wall and their interaction with
each other. This test is a very severe test of the robustness of the proposed boundary
scheme for no-penetration of a wall, as detailed in Section 2.3.3.2. To apply this test




Figure 2.4: Numerical solution of ρ with 400 grid points (a) at Time = 1.8, (b) at
Time = 2.5, (c) at Time = 2.8.
the computational domain Ω = [−5, 5] are used:
(ρ, u, p) = (1, 0, 1000) 0 ≤ x < 0.1
(ρ, u, p) = (1, 0, 0.01) 0.1 ≤ x < 0.9
(ρ, u, p) = (1, 0, 100) 0.9 ≤ x < 1.
The boundary data bLx=−5(t) and bRx=5(t) are defined by mirroring the velocities of
the solution v{x=−5,5}(t) (see Section 2.3.3.2). The numerical simulations were first run
with 400 grid points until Time = 0.05, 0.38. This is before the shock wave reaches the
right boundary, as seen in Figures 2.5a and 2.5b. Then, the simulations were run until
Time = 0.5, 0.6 so that the shock interacted with the wall. In Figures 2.6a and 2.6b, it
is observed that the boundary scheme is successful in allowing the right moving shock
wave to reach and reflect from the wall. Consequently, it can be seen that there is no
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Numerical solution of ρu with 400 grid points (a) at Time = 0.05, (b)
at Time = 0.38.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: Numerical solution of ρu with 400 grid points (a) at Time = 0.5, (b) at
Time = 0.6.
stability problem for the solution due to the boundary. A similar study with different
entropy (homogeneous entropy) can be found in [35].
2.4.4 Test for Grid Interface Treatment of Shock
In this section, the shock entropy wave experiment, which was explained in Section
2.4.2, is computed for testing the robustness of the treatment of the interface [29].
The numerical simulations are depicted using the density at Time = 1.8 with different
resolutions for each of the left and right hand domains. In Figure 2.7a, the density
is depicted using 200 and 80 grid points for the left and right domains, respectively.
In addition, the resolution of the numerical solution was changed for each domain by
computing the solution in the left and right domains with 80 and 200 grid points, as
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shown in Figure 2.7b. It can be seen from the results presented in Figure 2.7 that the
solution is more diffusive for the lower resolution domain, as expected, and there is
no problem with the stability for the shock passing the grid interface at x = 0 [29].
Next, a comparison is made between the interface and the corresponding non-interface
(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: Numerical solution of ρ at Time = 1.8 (a) with 200 and 80 grid points
for the left and right domains, (b) with 80 and 200 grid points for the left and right
domains.
treatment based on a pointwise difference between them. In Figure 2.8a, a numerical
solution with 200 grid points in both the left and right hand domains is shown at
Time = 1.8 [29]. In Figure 2.8b, a comparison between the numerical solutions for the
interface scheme with 200 grid points and the corresponding non-interface scheme with
399 points is depicted via their pointwise difference [29]. There is a peak which is a one
cell difference at the shock location. Since entropy stability is satisfied and the weak
solution is obtained by a conservative numerical scheme, then the interface treatment
still preserves stability even if with the existence of a one cell difference. However, this
peak indicates that a weak solution cannot be in L∞ as ∆x tends to zero. Nonetheless,
convergence in L2 can still be obtained.
2.4.5 A Fourth Order Entropy Stable Scheme
In this section, the intention is to show that the entropy stable boundary numerical
scheme can also be applied with higher order numerical schemes. In [41], a fourth
order entropy stable scheme with dual-diffusion was derived for the Euler equation of
gas dynamics with homogeneous entropy. It should be emphasized that fourth order is
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: Numerical solution of ρ at Time = 1.8 (a) with 200 grid points for both
domains, (b) pointwise difference.
the order of the smooth solutions. The scheme proposed in [41] was modified according
to the physical entropy, as explained in Section 2.3.3. This can be done with a slight
modification of the boundary flux and the limiter function in order to satisfy the entropy
stability criteria (see Theorem 2.2.1) for the physical entropy. However, since the
intention is to test the boundary condition, the shock limiter will be left in its original
form, as in [41]. It is worth noting that even if the system contains more than enough
diffusion, it still leads to an entropy stable solution under the conditions of the entropy
stability condition in Theorem 2.2.1. The only drawback of adding the extra diffusion
to the system, especially for smooth regions, is that the numerical results would be
highly diffusive and so lead to a poor approximation to the solution of the governing
PDEs. For this reason, the limiter plays an essential role in dampening the oscillations
in the vicinity of shock waves [61].
Before detailing the results from the numerical simulations, a modified version of






















(gi+1 + gi −Di+1/2(si+1 − si))
− 1
12
(gi+1 − gi−1 +Di(si+1 − si−1))
and wi > 0 are weights depending on the discrete norm [29]. Here, SL is called the
Simultaneous Approximation Term, as in [41], and is defined by SL = − 1wL∆xA
+
L (sL −
bL), where AL is the Jacobian of the flux g at x = xL, i.e.,
∂g
∂sL
= AL, and the plus
sign refers to the part with positive eigenvalues. SL is used for enforcing the boundary
conditions corresponding to in going flows in the weak sense. The boundary flux is
modified by making changes to SL on the RHS of the discretized boundary scheme in




(|G̃L|+ D̂L + |D̂L|)(sL − bL), (2.169)
where G̃L is the Roe average Jacobian matrix between the boundary data and the
solution variables, i.e., G̃L(sL − bL) = g(sL)− g(bL). Then, the modified form of the











− |G̃L|+ D̂L + |D̂L|
2
(sL − bL). (2.171)
To obtain a global entropy estimate with this modified boundary scheme, the interior





L, respectively. Following the argument in [41], the diffusion matrices Di > D
ec
i
and Di+1/2 > D
ec
i+1/2 are assumed to satisfy the entropy stability condition and to have
more diffusion than the entropy conservative fluxes. Then, the local numerical entropy
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After adding the above equations, the following inequality is obtained
∑
i≥0
wi∆x(Si)t − Q̃4thL ≤ 0.
It is clear from the theory in this Chapter that Q̃4thL has to be bounded to satisfy
the global entropy estimate. Since the numerical entropy flux at the left boundary
Q̃4thL is defined by the same entropy stable boundary flux as in Section 2.3, i.e., Q̃L =
sLg̃
4th
L −ηL = Q̃4thL , the proof of a global bound on the entropy is as explained in Section
2.3.
Next, we show numerical computations to illustrate the efficacy of this modified
entropy stable boundary scheme. We use the shock entropy wave experiment case of
Section 2.4.2. In Figures 2.9a and 2.9b numerical results are presented to illustrate
the robustness and accuracy of the scheme of this work [29]. It can be visualized from
Figure 2.9 that the shock passes through the boundary with no reflections. There are
some advantages of using higher order schemes to obtain more accurate approximations
to the solution as compared with lower order schemes. For instance, less computational
cost and lower memory usage (with less grid points) can result with the same accuracy
when the order of the scheme is increased. In comparison with Figures 2.3b and 2.9a,










The objective of this dissertation is to find numerical solutions of non-linear hyper-
bolic systems of PDEs, which mostly appear in computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
field. The fundamental aim of CFD is to employ numerical methods and algorithms
to solve and analyze fluid dynamic problems. To this end, one has to be sure that
the computer code designed to solve a set of partial differential equations is accurate.
Therefore, one of the essential points to check the accuracy of an existing code is en-
suring that verification and validation procedures have been provided [52, 53]. While
verification and validation can be used interchangeably in everyday life, this is not the
case in programming language. The latter was expressed informally by B.Boehm [51]
via the following questions:
“Verification : Are we building the product right ?
Validation : Are we building the right product ?”
It is worth noting that this chapter only deals with the verification step while the vali-
dation part will be discussed in Chapter 4. There are several different ways to confirm
the verification of written computer codes. Method of Manufactured Solutions (MMS)
[52, 53] was introduced as one of the rigorous verification tools to find coding bugs and
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to estimate order of accuracy O(∆xq), where q > 0 is the formal order of accuracy of
developed numerical method. This invaluable tool can easily be implemented into a
computer code and is an efficient option to prove that code is bug free. The main rea-
son of the use of MMS is to test the accuracy of computer code by using manufactured
solutions. Such manufactured solutions are perfectly convenient solutions for nonlinear
PDEs, since nearly all non-linear PDEs have no exact solutions [76]. This method is
based on evolving a priori known analytical solution of the governing equations. The
MMS procedure has been used successfully in different application areas such as fluid
dynamics [77, 78], heat transfer [79, 80], and fluid-structure interaction [81]. In the
process of MMS, the essence of the idea is to insert manufactured solutions into the
governing equations. This is done by computing convergence rate (order of accuracy)
for spatial and temporal discretization of numerical schemes. To ensure that the results
from numerical simulations are accurate, formal and observed (calculated) convergence
rates must match. When implementing MMS procedure into a set of computer code
accurately, the following steps are needed to be followed [82]:
Step (1) The type of the governing system of PDEs is determined.
Step (2) The discretization method with formal order of accuracy is selected to solve
continuum PDEs numerically.
Step (3) The form of a physically convenient manufactured solution is constructed for
the governing equations.
Step (4) The manufactured solution is substituted into the governing system of PDEs
to generate new or modified analytic source terms.
Step (5) The manufactured solutions with new source terms are implemented into the
governing equations. Later, they are discretized and solved for multiple grid refine-
ments.
Step (6) The global discretization error in the numerical solutions is evaluated for
every different mesh sizes.
Step (7) The observed order of accuracy is calculated and then compared with the
formal order of accuracy.
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If the observed and formal order of accuracy values are matched as explained in Step 7,
the numerical code does not need debugging and can be used for solving the governing
system of PDEs. It should be noted that although the MMS procedure is used only
for proving order of accuracy, this method does not test the robustness, efficiency and
stability related issues for a given numerical method [78]. The system of PDEs is semi-
discretized in our case; therefore, the focus is given to compute the spatial convergence
rate using the MMS procedure. However, there are some restrictions for the selection of
the manufactured solutions which are implemented into the governing system of PDEs
as follows [82]:
* The chosen manufactured analytical solution must be continuous and differentiable
at least up to the order of the corresponding terms in the governing equations.
* To avoid any numerical complications, manufactured solutions must not violate any
physically admissible assumptions, for example, the estimated pressure, density and
temperature values for gases in the designed system must be positive [68, 73].
* Since the major focus of this procedure is to test the convergence rate of the governing
equations, Taylor series expansions of the manufactured solutions must include terms
up to the expected order of numerical scheme.
In the following sections, we applied the MMS method to the designed code for its
verification.
3.1 Implementation of MMS into Compressible Euler Equa-
tions of Gas Dynamics in 2D
3.1.1 Numerical Formulation
The application of the MMS procedure is tested on the two-dimensional systems of
non-linear hyperbolic conservation laws
ut + f(u)x + g(u)y = 0. (3.1)
One of the canonical examples of (3.1) is the Euler equations of gas dynamics being an
inviscid compressible flow equation. The following matrix form of the Euler equations
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where ρ is density, p is pressure, u and v are the velocities in x and y directions,
respectively, and E is the total energy. The stated solution vector u = (ρ, ρu, ρv, E)T is
then calculated from the corresponding flux vectors f(u) = (ρu, ρu2 +p, ρuv, u(E+p))T
and g(u) = (ρv, ρuv, ρv2+p, v(E+p))T . The pressure p is determined from the equation
of state for an ideal gas in 2D [15],







where γ = cp/cv is the ratio of specific heats, and cp and cv are specific heat values at
constant pressure and volume, respectively. To suppress numerical oscillations caused
by numerical discontinuities, we will modify Euler equation (3.1), by adding adequate
amount of artificial viscosity terms [61]. Then, the modified Euler equations becomes
ut + f(u)x + g(u)y = ε1uxx + ε2uyy (3.4)
which can be written in a conservative form
ut + (f(u)− ε1ux)x + (g(u)− ε2uy)y = 0,
where ε1 and ε2 are the constants ranging from 0 and 1, 0 ≤ ε1,2  1.
3.1.2 Analytical Manufactured Solution of the System of PDEs
The following manufactured analytical solutions based on sine and cosine functions
are selected for testing the order of accuracy of the interior spatial discretization of the
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compressible Euler equations;
ρ = sin(2πx) sin(3πy)
u = sin(πx) cos(πy)
v = − cos(πx) sin(πy)
p = sin2(2πx) sin3(3πy).
(3.5)
These solutions are substituted into the two-dimensional Euler equations (3.4) to de-
termine new or modified source terms for each conserved quantity of mass, momentum,
and energy. Therefore, the Euler equations including artificial viscosity terms can then
be modified using new additional source terms so that Equation (3.5) is a solution of
the modified equations.
3.1.3 Source Terms of Conservation of Mass, Momentum, and Energy
Equations
Let’s start with generating source terms for the conservation of mass equation by
substituting the manufactured solutions (3.5) into equation (3.4). The additional terms
required for equation (3.5) to be a solution, do not have to be physical [76].
ρt + (ρu)x + (ρv)y = ε1ρxx + ε2ρyy + Fmass(x, y), (3.6)
where Fmass(x, y) is the new source term for mass. To obtain the new source terms,
manufactured analytical solutions ρ, u, v from equation(3.5) are inserted into equation
(3.6) while neglecting the time derivative. To prove the convergence rate for spatial
discretization of the PDEs via MMS procedure, the analytical equations for the new
source terms can be obtained from
Fmass(x, y) = (ρu)x + (ρv)y − ε1ρxx − ε2ρyy, (3.7)
and they are
Fmass(x, y) = 2πcos(2πx)sin(πx)cos(πy)sin(3πy)− 3πsin(2πx)cos(3πy)cos(πx)sin(πy)
+ (4ε1 + 9ε2)π
2sin(2πx)sin(3πy).
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Similarly, the source terms for the momentum equations in the x and y directions can




2 + p)x + (ρuv)y = ε1(ρu)xx + ε2(ρu)yy + Fx-moemntum(x, y),
where Fx-momentum can be written as
Fx-momentum(x, y) = (ρu
2 + p)x + (ρuv)y − ε1(ρu)xx − ε2(ρu)yy. (3.8)
The analytical form of the source terms for the momentum in y direction is derived
from the following equation

*0
(ρv)t + (ρuv)x + (ρv
2 + p)y = ε1(ρv)xx + ε2(ρv)yy + Fy-moentum(x, y),
then Fy-momentum(x, y) becomes
Fy-momentum(x, y) = (ρuv)x + (ρv
2 + p)y − ε1(ρv)xx − ε2(ρv)yy. (3.9)
Source terms for the momentum equations in the x and y directions can then be found
explicitly by inserting the manufactured solutions (equation (3.5)) into equations (3.8)
and (3.9). The final form of the source terms is:











Fy-momentum(x, y) = πsin(3πy)cos(πy)sin(πy)(2cos(2πx)sin(πx)cos(πx)− sin(2πx)cos2(πx)
+ sin(2πx)sin2(πx) + 2sin(2πx)cos2(πx))
+ πsin(2πx)cos(3πy)(3cos2(πx)sin2(πy) + 9sin(2πx)sin2(3πy))
− ε1π2sin(3πy)sin(πy)(5sin(2πx)cos(πx) + 4cos(2πx)sin(πx))
− ε2π2sin(2πx)cos(πx)(10sin(3πy)sin(πy)− 6cos(3πy)cos(πy)).
Finally, differentiation of the initial analytical manufactured solutions (3.5) are sub-
stituted into the conservation of energy equation to determine the source term of the
energy equation. The conservation of energy equation is then
>
0
Et + (u(E + p))x + (v(E + p))y = ε1Exx + ε2Eyy + Fenergy(x, y)
and Fenergy is
Fenergy(x, y) = (u(E + p))x + (v(E + p))y − ε1Exx − ε2Eyy. (3.10)
The explicit form of (3.10) is
Fenergy(x, y) = πcos(πx)cos(πy)sin(2πx)sin(3πy)(sin
2(πx)cos2(πy) + cos2(πx)sin2(πy))
+ πsin(πx)cos(πy)cos(2πx)sin(3πy)(sin2(πx)cos2(πy) + cos2(πx)sin2(πy))




























3.1.4 Verification of Designed Computer Code : Convergence Rate
A convergence rate test is an extremely powerful tool for proving code verification.
It is a common practice to compare the formal order of accuracy and the observed
order of accuracy for the verification of a designed code [83]. There must be agreement
between these two different convergence rates. Formal order of accuracy is defined from
the power of mesh sizes ∆x or ∆t in the leading terms of the truncation error, obtained
by applying a numerical scheme (finite difference, finite volume, finite element, etc.) to
the governing PDEs. On the other hand, computation of the observed order of accuracy
is based on discretization error which based on the difference between the analytical
solution (benchmark solution) of the governing partial differential equation and the
approximate solution of the discrete equation via a discrete error norm. To calculate
the observed order of accuracy, the global numerical error should be monitored as the












where (uexacti,j − u
approximate
i,j ) is the difference between the exact and approximate so-
lutions. Here, uexacti,j is the analytical solution and u
approximate
i,j is the corresponding
numerical solution. The benchmark solution plays a crucial role in code verification
and is generated by using the MMS method. The convergence rate is computed by
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where k1 and k2 refer to fine and coarse mesh sizes, respectively. Once an agreement
is obtained between the formal and observed convergence rates, then the current nu-
merical code can be verified from the MMS procedure. In the following section the
implementation of all of these procedures into the designed code will be discussed.
Furthermore in the next section, the discretization procedure for the spatial discretiza-
tion and results will be presented to illustrate the robust performance of the proposed
methods.
3.2 Spatial Discretization Numerical Method
The chosen numerical method to discretize the governing PDE is the second order
cell centered finite volume scheme [50]. In this part of the study, spatial discretization
is the only concern, so the elaboration of this numerical scheme is presented for only
flux derivations of the space variables x and y, F (u(x, y))x and G(u(x, y))y. Then, it is
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Here, xi+1/2 = (xi + xi+1)/2 and yj+1/2 = (yj + yj+1)/2 are the mid points, and
∆x = (xi+1/2 − xi−1/2) and ∆y = (yj+1/2 − yj−1/2) are the mesh sizes in the x and y
directions, respectively. Note that since we work with uniform mesh sizes, the values of
∆x and ∆y always remain same constants. The modified discrete fluxes with numerical
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where O(∆x2) and O(∆y2) are the truncation errors from Taylor series expansion, and
ε1,2 are the coefficients of the artificial diffusion for F and G fluxes, respectively. The
discretization procedure is also constructed to satisfy consistency between steady state
system of conservation laws
F (u(x, y))x +G(u(x, y))y = 0,
and corresponding numerical flux derivations in equation (3.15) as ∆x → 0, ∆y → 0.
Here, F (u(x, y)) and G(u(x, y)) are smooth flux functions for the conservative variables,
u(x, y) = (u1(x, y), . . . uN (x, y))
T .
3.3 Numerical Simulations and Results
In this chapter, the verification of the designed code is presented. Since the non-
linear Euler equations of gas dynamics do not possess exact solutions in general, the
MMS procedure was followed for this purpose to verify the written numerical code.
Here a comparison between the observed and the formal convergence rates is conducted
only for spatial convergence to prove the accuracy of the designed code, since the
temporal convergence rate is not addressed in this section. The manufactured solutions
presented in equation (3.5) with the modified source terms are substituted into the
discretized governing equations as stated in equation (3.13) and the corresponding
numerical solutions are obtained. The source terms for each flux variables, density,
momentum in x and y directions and energy, are derived from equations (3.7),(3.8),(3.9)
and (3.10). The advantage of using the MMS procedure is that there is no need to
concern about the computational domain [76]. Any domain which is convenient for
solving the governing equations can be chosen. Here, the chosen computational domains
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for the current numerical calculations are [0, 1]× [0, 1] in x, y coordinates, respectively.
Solutions for the interior part of the numerical scheme are obtained from numerical
simulation. Since the argument for verification of the computer code is based on com-
parison between the approximate solution and the analytical manufactured solutions,
the agreement between the convergence rates of the observed and formal ones have
to be shown. Thus, the discretization of L2error norm from equation (3.11) plays a
crucial role in comparing the analytical and numerical results. Once the desired results
are obtained, the observed order of accuracy can be computed by refining the mesh
grid and comparing the results of two consecutive discrete mesh levels with equation
(3.12). In Table 3.1, the outputs from numerical simulations for L2error norm and
convergence rates of each flux variables are summarized for four different mesh sizes,
∆x = ∆y = 0.1, 0.05, 0.025, 0.0125. The results of these calculations indicate that,
the L2 norm of errors decrease almost by a factor of four as the mesh sizes are refined,
while the observed order of accuracies converge to the expected formal convergence rate
of two. The obtained results support the accuracy of the proposed numerical method
to approximate the solution with the correct order of accuracy.
Table 3.1: L2 error norm and convergence rate for second order finite volume method




10 10 0.0046 - 0.0647 - 0.0028 - 0.6418 -
20 20 0.0013 1.8270 0.0173 1.9071 0.0009 1.6330 0.1829 1.8113
40 40 0.0003 1.9677 0.0047 1.8833 0.0002 1.8834 0.0470 1.9610
80 80 0.0001 1.9934 0.0012 1.9717 0.0001 1.9515 0.0118 1.9905
The results presented in Table 3.1 are depicted graphically in Figure 3.1. In this
figure, the L2 error norm for each conserved variable is given as a function of four
different spatial mesh sizes on a log-log scale. These are compared with the slope for
second order accurate numerical method. The L2 error decreases with mesh size, as
required. It can be seen that the error for each variable decreases with mesh size in
accord with second order accuracy.
In Figure 3.2, the manufactured analytical solutions for the density, x and y mo-
mentum and energy for the compressible Euler equations of gas dynamics (see equation
3.5) are presented. These specific solutions allow us to obtain numerical results for the
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Figure 3.1: The dark blue (dashed) line denoted by (∆x = ∆y)2, demonstrates the
theoretical error variation for a numerical method of second order of accuracy.
entire computational domain, even if a coarse mesh is used. Then, after implement-
ing these benchmark solutions, including the new source terms, into the numerical







. In Figure 3.3, the error in the density for each mesh size is
illustrated. It can be observed that the error is decreasing as the mesh size decreases,
as required. Also, in Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, comparisons between the benchmark and
numerical solutions are illustrated for the momentum in the x and y directions and
the energy, respectively. These results were used to calculate the L2 error norm (see
equation (3.11)). It can be seen that the errors are (∆x)2, as expected.
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Figure 3.2: 2D MMS analytical solutions; density function ρ(at the top left), momen-
tum function in -x direction ρu(at the top right), momentum function in -y direction,
ρv(at the bottom left), energy function E(at the bottom right)
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Figure 3.3: Errors between exact and numerical solutions of density, ρ, according to
different mesh sizes, ∆x = 0.1, ∆y = 0.1(at top left), ∆x = 0.05, ∆y = 0.05(at top
right), ∆x = 0.025, ∆y = 0.025(at bottom left), ∆x = 0.0125, ∆y = 0.0125(at bottom
right)
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Figure 3.4: Errors between exact and numerical solutions of momentum in -x direc-
tion, ρu, according to different mesh sizes, ∆x = 0.1, ∆y = 0.1(at top left), ∆x = 0.05,
∆y = 0.05(at top right), ∆x = 0.025, ∆y = 0.025(at bottom left), ∆x = 0.0125,
∆y = 0.0125(at bottom right)
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Figure 3.5: Errors between exact and numerical solutions of momentum in -y di-
rection, rhov, according to different mesh sizes, ∆x = 0.1, ∆y = 0.1(at top left),
∆x = 0.05, ∆y = 0.05(at top right), ∆x = 0.025, ∆y = 0.025(at bottom left),
∆x = 0.0125, ∆y = 0.0125(at bottom right)
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Figure 3.6: Errors between exact and numerical solutions of energy, E, according to
different mesh sizes, ∆x = 0.1, ∆y = 0.1(at top left), ∆x = 0.05, ∆y = 0.05(at top




The Sod’s Shock Tube Problem
In this section, the validation of the developed numerical code for the two-dimensional
non-linear hyperbolic system of conservation laws is presented. In particular, our main
interest is to obtain numerical solutions for the Euler equations of compressible gas dy-
namics. However, since such non-linear equations can contain discontinuities (shocks)
in their solutions, there are limited analytical solutions to test the developed numerical
algorithm. One of the strategies to test the developed code for two-dimensional prob-
lems is to solve a one dimensional test case for x and y directions, independently. In
Sod [54], a simple one dimensional shock tube problem was introduced as a common
test problem for inviscid, compressible fluid dynamic problems. Although the test case
proposed by Sod [54] can be easily implemented into numerical schemes, it is very chal-
lenging for any numerical algorithm to capture all the physical features, such as shock
waves, rarefaction waves and contact discontinuities. This test case reveals how well the
developed numerical method approaches the exact solution, and it has been applied to
real world applications, such as the development of supersonic aircraft, improvement of
gun performance, the investigation of asteroid impacts and shuttle atmospheric entry
[84]. We shall now give a physical description of the Sod’s Shock Tube Problem.
4.1 Introduction
The study given by Sod [54] was based on a long one-dimensional shock tube for
which the schematic diaphragm is given in Figure 4.1. A thin diaphragm was positioned
in the middle of the tube with the gas pumped to high pressure on one side of the
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diaphragm. The regions, on the right and left side of the diaphragm, can be filled with
the same or different gases. In our study, the two regions are filled with the same gas,
which is assumed to be air. The pressure and density of the gas are different in the
right and left regions. Here, the initial values of the pressure and density in SI units
were taken from Hirsch [18]. These values are for air as a perfect gas with a specific
heat ratio γ of 1.4. The initial contribution is
ρ(x, 0) =

1.0 kg/m3 if x < M/2,




105 Pa if x < M/2,
104 Pa if x ≥M/2
(4.2)
with the gas at rest
u(x, 0) = 0 m/s. (4.3)
Here M is the length of the tube. As presented in Figure 4.1, the gas is at rest with
zero velocity at t = 0 in the both regions. The diaphragm is then instantaneously
broken or removed. This generates the flow. While the system is trying to reach a
balance between high and low pressure gases, the initial two regions transform into
five different regions as in Figure 4.1. Among these five regions, the left high pressure
Figure 4.1: Sketch of the regions initially at t = 0 and after breaking the diaphragm
at t > 0. This figure is taken from Danaila et al. [84].
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region (L) and the right low pressure region (R) are the regions undisturbed from the
initial state. The remaining three regions are due to the propagation of the waves
which are caused as a result of the difference in initial pressure at t = 0. The region
(E) contains an isentropic expansion wave which moves to the left and expands in time.
Furthermore, the shock wave, which is caused by compression of low pressure gas and
is located between the regions (1) and (R), moves in the opposite direction. A contact
discontinuity is located between the regions (1) and (2), and separates the shock and
expansion waves. It also moves to the same direction as the shock wave. We then need
to calculate this flow and separates the gas initially on either side of the diaphragm.
While the parameters are continuous in the region (E), singularities occur in the other
regions. For instance, while the pressure and the velocity parameters are continuous
and equal in the regions (1) and (2), p1 = p2 and u1 = u2, a discontinuity exists for the
density and momentum across the contact discontinuity. There is also a general jump
for all flow parameters, i.e., density, pressure, energy and velocity across the shock
wave. In the following sections, a numerical method is implemented to solve the Euler
equations using the test case proposed by Sod [54], and the results are displayed to
verify the accuracy of the numerical code.
4.2 Governing Equations
The development of an efficient and robust numerical code is required to solve the
non-linear Euler equations of gas dynamics in 2D. To ensure the performance of this
numerical code, the governing equations are tested using the one-dimensional Sod’s
shock tube test case. The one dimensional governing equation is initially tested for
one direction and then the domain is turned around 90◦ to test for the other direction.
This procedure is followed to be sure the code does not have any errors in either the x
and y directions.
The following procedure has been followed for this purpose. First, flow is assumed
to be in the x direction by taking the velocity in the y direction to be zero, v = 0. The
gas equations are then of the form
ut + f(u)x = 0, (4.4)
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where u is the unknown solution vector and f(u) is the corresponding flux vector in
x direction. The matrix form of the unknown solution and corresponding flux vectors












Here, ρ is the density, u is the velocity in x direction, E is the total energy and p is the
pressure, which can be written from the equation of state for a perfect gas as [15]







where γ is the ratio of specific heats. In the next step, the one dimensional Euler
equations in y direction can be stated by taking the velocity in the x direction to be
zero, u = 0. The velocity u in equation (4.5) is replaced by the velocity v in the y
direction. After stating the PDEs from a physical perspective, the discretization pro-
cedure can be defined by using the cell-centered finite volume (CCFVM) and Strong
Stability Preserving third order Runge-Kutta (SSPRK3) methods for space and time
discretizations, respectively [49, 85]. These methods have been used to find numerical
solutions which converge to the exact solution of the Euler equations of gas dynam-
ics. The explanations of the implemented methods for spatial discretization and time
integration are presented in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, respectively.
4.2.1 Spatial Discretization
In this part, the CCFVM is used for the spatial discretization process [85]. Since
the CCFVM is designed for the integral form of conservation equations, it is perfectly
convenient to apply this method to governing equations being a canonical example of
conservation laws [50]. In CCFVM, the computational domain is divided into many
sub-domains, which are called control volumes. Since only a one-dimensional system
is considered here, the computational spatial domain is divided into sub finite cells
instead,
Di = [xi−1/2, xi+1/2],
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where xi±1/2 = (xi + xi±1) /2 are the mid-points. The approximated integral forms of







where ∆x = xi+1/2 − xi−1/2 is the spatial mesh length. Here, ui is the approximate
value of u in the ith cell. The integral form of the governing Euler equations can be





u(x, t) dx = f(u(xi−1/2, t))− f(u(xi+1/2, t)) (4.7)
where the solution vector u and corresponding flux vector f are given in equation (4.5).
It is a very challenging task to evaluate nonlinear equations in integral form since the
exact solution does not generally exist. As a result, the integrated PDEs are expressed




= 0 i = 1, . . . , N. (4.8)
There are two important points that need to be considered for the numerical fluxes.
First, the consistency between numerical and differential fluxes are crucial for the sys-
tem, i.e., fi+1/2 ≈ f(u(xi+1/2, t)). This is because that approximation of the exact
solution is achieved with the numerical solution calculated from the numerical method.
Second, the flux f needs to be modified by adding artificial diffusion to suppress pos-
sible nonphysical oscillations that are created by the discretized PDE in the region of















Here, f?i±1/2 refers to the modified flux functions and ε1 is a small positive artificial
diffusion coefficient. In this scheme, while the unknown flow variables are evaluated
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at the middle of the sub finite cells in the computational domain, the flux variables
are calculated by taking the average of the flow variables from the two neighboring
sub finite cells and are positioned at the edges of these cells. They basically provide
information about the quantity of gas flow that goes in and out of the neighboring cells.
4.2.2 Temporal Integration
The semi discretized numerical method is now implemented into the governing PDEs
in this section. This discretization process is commenced with the stable CCFVM spa-
tial discretization method of the previous section. Then the system turns into the
form of a semi-discrete ordinary differential equation (ODE). Here, a strong stabil-
ity preserving Runge-Kutta scheme for time discretization is applied to approximate
the PDEs [49]. This time discretization method is also called a total variation dimin-
ishing Runge-Kutta scheme, for which further details can be found in [86]. SSPRK
schemes result in stable results from time discretization by preventing any possible
growth in the solution in time and also improve the time step limitation of the CFL
(Courant, Friedrichs, and Lewy) condition restriction. They are employed to obtain
non-oscillatory results particularly when solving non-linear hyperbolic equations. In
Gottlieb et al. [87], the robustness of this method was proven by comparing numerical
simulations obtained using SSP and non-SSP time discretizations. It was found that
the non-SSP time discretization methods cannot counteract oscillations existing in the
numerical solution even if a stable spatial discretization is chosen [87]. Therefore, it
is more appropriate to use SSP methods for the time discretization to approximate
the solution of the PDEs. In SSP methods, all coefficients of the general Runge-Kutta











, i = 1, . . . ,m
u(n+1) = u(m),
(4.11)
where αik ≥ 0 and βik ≥ 0. At this stage, the third order SSPRK method can be
introduced for time discretization for the gas equations. This method is designed to
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where L is a spatial operator and the SSPRK3 is given as






















Here it is assumed that the CFL coefficient is equal to one, CFL= 1 [87].
4.2.3 CFL condition
The CFL condition also known as Courant number in the literature and is defined
as
Lemma 1. A numerical method can be convergent only if its numerical domain of
dependence contains the true domain of dependence of the PDE, at least in the limit as
∆t and ∆x go to zero [50].
This is a fundamental necessary condition, but it is not sufficient to ensure the sta-
bility of any explicit numerical schemes, i.e., finite difference and finite volume methods
[50]. There are two different domains of dependence which are the physical and the nu-
merical domains of dependence. To obtain numerical solutions which converge towards
the solution of the partial differential equation, the numerical domain of dependence
must include that of the physical domain as the grid is refined (resolution is increased),
i.e., ∆x→ 0, ∆t→ 0, as sketched in Figure 4.2.
The reason is that the information of the solution propagates at a finite speed in
hyperbolic PDEs [50]. To allow this information to propagate at the correct physical
speed during spatial discretization, the time step must be kept small enough. Thus,
this condition provides a link between the space and time steps to prevent incorrect
numerical solutions. The importance of satisfying this condition is that if the initial
data is perturbed, not only the exact solution, but also the numerical solution varies at
the same time in order to preserve stability. To this end, the following CFL condition
presents the relationship between the time step, the space step and the physical speed
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Figure 4.2: Left part is CFL stable since numerical domain of dependence includes
physical domain of dependence, DP ⊂ DN. However, right part is unstable since this
condition is contrary to CFL stability condition, DP 6⊂ DN. Here DP is physical
domain (orange area), DN is numerical domain (green area). This figure is taken from








where λi is one of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian flux, f(u)u, in the system of hyperbolic
PDEs. The eigenvalues of the one dimensional Euler equations are
Λ = diag [u− a, u, u+ a],
where Λ is the diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues on the diagonal. The maximum




This maximum eigenvalue determines how fast information propagates during the nu-
merical solution process. Hence, the proper way to capture the physical domain within
the numerical domain is to calculate the largest eigenvalue (maximum physical speed)
in the governing system of PDEs. That is the reason why the maximum eigenvalue
should be selected for the calculation of the time step. Since the numerical scheme of
the present work is a centered three point stencil, the CFL stability condition is satis-
fied when CFL ≤ 1. Note that by using the three point stencil method, the numerical







4.3 Numerical Simulations and Results
In the present section, numerical simulations obtained by using the CCFVM method
for space discretization and the SSPRK3 method for time integration are used to vali-
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date the numerical code. In the detailed calculations, appropriate boundary conditions
for the real problem of the next chapter for a very long tube are used. Since the priority
of this test case is not related to boundary issues, the calculations were stopped before
the shock wave reaches the right boundary of the tube. The detailed discussion of the
boundary issues is given in Chapter 5.
To conduct numerical simulations, the following domain and initial conditions are
used. It is assumed that the computational domain is a straight, ten meter long tube
with a domain Dc = [0, 10]. A diaphragm is located in the middle of the domain at
x0 = 5 m. The initial physical flow parameters are as given in [18, 89] for the left
and right regions and are given by (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) for density, pressure and velocity,
respectively. The computational domain was divided into 5000 uniform computational
cells, with the final time being Tend = 0.0061s. The CFL condition and artificial
diffusion coefficients were set to 1 and 0.4, respectively. The exact solution is calculated






















1 + γ+12γ z
1 + γ−12γ z
,
where z = p2 − p1/p1 and subscripts {1,2} refer to shock strength and flow quantities
ahead and behind of the shock waves, respectively.
Figure 4.4 presents a comparison between the results of numerical computations and
exact solution for the velocity, the pressure, the density, the momentum and the Mach
number (locally) as a function of x. It can be seen that there is an excellent agreement
between the numerical and exact solutions. First, we consider the density. The initial
jump discontinuity for density as in Figure 4.3a moves into two discontinuities, as seen
in Figure 4.4a. These are located at the contact discontinuity and the shock wave.
The contact discontinuity has been smoothed by the artificial viscosity and is a smooth
variation.
The second discontinuity is the shock wave, which is moving to the right and is
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located at x = 8.3585 m in Figure 4.4a. The expansion wave is in the region between
x = 2.7321 m and x = 4.8653 m. The remaining left and right regions filled with the
gas are at their initial rest states. These are in between x = 0 m and x = 2.7321 m,
and x = 8.3585 m and x = 10 m, respectively. Since the effect of the gas flow has
not reached these regions, they are undisturbed. The numerical solution does not have
the sharp discontinuities of the exact solution due to the effect of artificial viscosity.
In addition, the similar discontinuities are appeared at the same places for momentum
variables and Mach number as in Figures 4.4b and 4.4c. However, while discontinuities
in momentum are captured in a similar manner with density variable, it is not the same
case for Mach number. The reason is that both discontinuity solutions are captured
quite close to the exact solution for Mach number as in Figure 4.4c.
There is again an excellent agreement between the exact and numerical solutions
when the obtained results of physical quantities are compared with reported ones in
[18]. The ratio of the pressure of the 2nd region and the right region is p2/pR = 3.031,
and the pressure of the 1st and 2nd regions is p2 = p3 = 30313 Pa as required as the
contact discontinuity cannot sustain a pressure jump. The velocity also stays constant
in the contact discontinuity region due to the lack of pressure force. Finally, the velocity
in the 2nd region is u2 = 293 m/s, similar to that reported in the literature [18].
It should be noted the same argument between the exact and numerical solution
is obtained for a shock tube in the y direction. The results are presented for the x
direction only as the solution in the y direction is identical. As presented in Figure 4.4
there is an excellent agreement between the numerical (dotted lines) and exact (solid
lines) solutions. This then verifies the accuracy of the scheme used here.
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(a) Initial density value, ρ
(b) Initial pressure value, p
Figure 4.3: The initial values of density and pressure at the right and left sides of the





Figure 4.4: Comparison of numerical and exact solutions for a) Density function, ρ
b) Momentum function, ρu c) Mach number, u/a, where a =
√
γp
ρ is speed of sound
d) Velocity function, u e) Pressure, p v.s. distance along the wall in the x direction at
t = 0.0061 s. They are stated for initial conditions in equations (4.1)-(4.3).
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Chapter 5
Shock propagation in curved
channels
The aim of numerically studying nonlinear systems of conservation laws is to broaden
knowledge of the flow of a compressible gas in non-uniform regions with emphasis on
the development of shock and expansion waves. Most of the studies to date have been
investigated these physical features based on the propagation of initially planar shock
waves in tubes or channels or self-similar flows either numerically or experimentally
[4, 10, 42, 43, 44]. However, these studies are challenging due to the nonlinear nature
of the equation and the need to capture shock waves. In the present work, the diffrac-
tion of shock waves in two-dimensional channels with a 90◦ bend is studied. The Euler
equations of compressible gas dynamics are considered to obtain numerical solutions
for the flow field and for the propagation of shock front wave itself. A comparison is
carried out between the numerical solutions of the discretized governing compressible
gas equations and experimental results reported in the literature [42]. It needs to be
noted that if the dimension of the problem is increased from one-dimensional to two-
dimensional, finding numerical solutions becomes more challenging. Prior to detailing
numerical study, the experimental study [42] is first discussed.
5.1 Experimental Study
In the experimental work of Edwards et al. [42] shock propagation in two different
two-dimensional channels with 90◦ bends, hereinafter called Channel 1 and Channel
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2, was considered. The difference between these two channels is due to the different
radii of curvature of their quarter circular bends. Figure 5.1 demonstrates the sketch
of the length of curvature and channel radii. The inner and outer radii of Channel 1
Figure 5.1: Sketch of radii of inner, outer walls and length of curvature for channels.
Here L refers to the width of the channel.
are r1,in = 48.9mm and r1,out = 101.1mm, respectively, and the radius of curvature
is R1 = 75mm. For Channel 2, the inner and outer radii are r2,in = 123.9mm and
r2,out = 176.1mm, respectively, and the radius of curvature is R2 = 150mm. When
these two channels are compared, the Channel 2 is significantly larger than Channel 1
in terms of the ratio of the radii of curvature. Thus, Channel 1 is termed a sharp bend,
and Channel 2 is termed a shallow bend.
The experimental study of Edwards et al. [42] investigated shock propagation in
the channels and reported the speed of the shock waves, as well as the corresponding
Mach numbers at the inner and outer walls. Figure 5.2 is a sketch of the main features
of a shock wave traveling in the channels. S,R,T,H, C and M0 label these main fea-
tures. Once the initially planar shock wave forms in the straight section of the tube, it
propagates into the curved section of the channel. This results in the generation of flow
waves, as sketched in Figure 5.2. These waves meet at the point, T, which is termed the
triple or shock-shock point [44]. Two incident waves are to the right of the triple point
while to the left is a reflected wave (R) and a contact discontinuity (S). The contact
discontinuity separates the gas passing through the Mach stem (TC) and the incident
shock (ET) [44]. Mach reflection and its associated Mach stem arise in the reflection
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of strong shock [10]. The reflected shock is the curve (RT). The contact discontinuity
(ST) is placed behind the original incident shock wave (ET). This shock wave weakens
along inner wall, while the Mach stem strengthens along the outer wall.
(a) Early propagation of the
incident shock wave
(b) Shock propagation down-
stream of the channel
Figure 5.2: Sketch of the traveling shock wave in air towards the end of the sharp
tube (Channel 1) with a 90◦ bend. This figure is taken from [42].
Figure 5.2a displays the early propagation of the shock wave. There is still a remnant
of the initial shock wave, which is denoted by M0. On the further propagation, Figure
5.2b, the initial shock wave disappears. This is due to expansion waves, which are
created along the inner wall, reaching the triple point. This is the reason for the
reduction in strength of the shock wave from its initial value, M0, and its attenuation
along the inner wall. However, while the incident shock wave loses its strength along
the inner wall, it is getting stronger along the outer wall.
There is a slight variation in the development of the shock curvature in the down-
stream field between the sharp and shallow bends. Although the curvature of the shock
front retains the form in Channel 1 as illustrated in Figure (5.2), it is not the same
case for Channel 2. To this end, the propagation of a shock for the initial Mach num-
ber M0 = 2.9 is illustrated in the midportion of Channel 2 in Figure 5.3. Since the
triple point in Channel 2 moves towards the inner wall faster than in Channel 1, the
interaction of the triple point with the expansion waves, which are created at the inner
walls, occurs before or right after the end of the curved section of Channel 2 depending
on the magnitude of the initial Mach number. Therefore, the shock wave regains the
planar form as at the beginning of Channel 2. All of these physical features, which are
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Figure 5.3: Sketch of the traveling shock wave in air along the midportion of the
shallow tube (Channel 2) with a 90◦ bend at M0 = 2.9. This figure is taken from [42].
created in the flow field and around the shock waves, are obtained for both channels
by numerically solving the nonlinear hyperbolic system of the Euler equations of gas
dynamics in polar coordinates. A comparison of the experimental results of Edwards
et. al. [42] and numerical solutions obtained in this chapter is presented at the end of
this chapter.
5.2 The Euler equations of gas dynamics in polar coordi-
nates





























r (rur(E + p))r +
1
r (uθ(E + p))θ = 0,
(5.1)
where ρ is the density, ur and uθ are the velocities in the r and θ directions, p is the
pressure, and E is the total energy. The subscripts, except those for velocities, refer to
first and second derivatives with respect to time, t, radius, r and angle, θ. Numerical
methods for solving the compressible gas equations normally generate nonphysical os-
cillations behind a shock [61]. To eliminate these equation (5.1) needs to be modified
by adding artificial viscosity to the gas equations. Therefore, the following scalar and
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where ∇2ρ and ∇2E are scalar Laplace operators, and ∇2ρur and ∇2ρuθ are vec-
toral Laplace operators, respectively. The artificial viscosities for the gas equations
are obtained by multiplying the Laplace operators by artificial diffusion constants,
ADρ = ε1∇2ρ, ADρur = ε2∇2ρur, ADρuθ = ε3∇2ρuθ and ADE = ε4∇2E. Here,
εi, i = 1, . . . , 4 are small enough constants to suppress non-physical overshoots or
undershoots resulting in nonphysical oscillations, which can potentially be caused by
numerical solutions.













































A similar form to equations (5.3) was used in [91] with the artificial viscosity terms
neglected.
The Mach numbers at the inner and outer walls are calculated by dividing the









Here, Vsi, Mwi and Vso, Mwo are the velocities and wall Mach numbers of the shock
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is the speed of sound
ahead of the shock wave. pR is the initial pressure and ρR is the initial density. These
quantities are in the region where the shock wave has not reached. Since the speed of
sound is known, there is a need to calculate the velocity of the shock wave at both walls.
First, the position of shock on inner and outer walls has to be found. This position
indicates the current position of the shock wave, as illustrated in Figure (5.4), at a given
time. The angle for this position is stored as a vector to be used in the calculation
of the velocity of shock wave. The strategy developed for the determination of this
(a) The position of inner and outer
shock wave
(b) Inner and outer shock propagation
downstream of the channel
Figure 5.4: Sketch of the traveling distance of the shock waves along the inner and
outer walls. Here, θis and θos are position angles of inner and outer wall shock waves.
position relies on the calculation of the maximum absolute value of the derivative of
density with respect to the angle at the wall θ. This procedure is repeated along the
inner and outer walls at every time step. The Matlab code for this procedure is given
in Appendix C. After finding the angles of shock wave at the inner and outer walls, the
calculation continues by finding the values of velocity of the shock wave at the inner
and outer walls.
The velocity of any wave is calculated from the ratio of total distance traveled over










, ro > ri, (5.6)
where θis and θos are the position angles of the shock waves at the inner and outer walls,
respectively. Here, ridθis and rodθos are the total distances traveled along the inner and
outer walls, respectively, in time dt. V si and V so are the velocities of the shock at the
inner and outer walls, respectively. Since the numerical results obtained in this work
are compared with the experimental data reported in Edwards et al. [42], there should
be consistency between the units used for these results. In the experimental work [42],
M{wi,wo} numbers were normalized using the incident shock number, M0 because the
physical shock tube was a combination of two straight tubes and a channel with a 90◦
bend for two different dimensions. Therefore, Mach numbers M{wi,wo} are also scaled
by M0 in this study. Thus, the Mach numbers equation (5.4) are divided by the incident









where MNi is the normalized inner wall Mach number and MNo is the normalized
outer wall Mach number. M0 varies between 1.2 ≤ M0 ≤ 2.9 for Channel 1 and
Channel 2 [42]. Furthermore, the lengths of the inner and outer walls were also non-











where XNi and XNo are the non-dimensionalized inner and outer wall lengths, rin and




out are the angles of the shock at
the inner and outer walls.
5.2.1 Spatial Discretization for 2D : CCFVM
In Chapter 4, the cell-centered finite volume (CCFVM) was studied in detail for the
one dimensional compressible inviscid hyperbolic Euler equations. Here, the CCFVM
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is applied to discretize the two dimensional Euler equations of gas dynamics in polar
coordinates equations (5.1). The computational domain was structured by computa-
tional cells in the one dimensional case and is built on sub-finite computational grid
cells in the two dimensional case. These are defined by
Di,j = [θi−1/2,j , θi+1/2,j ]× [ri,j−1/2, ri,j+1/2], (5.9)
where θi±1/2,j = (θi,j + θi±1,j) /2 and ri,j±1/2 = (ri,j + ri,j±1) /2 are the mid points of
the cell edges. Since the finite volume method is based on an approximation to the
integral form of the conservation laws, the numerical solution variables for the two









u(θ, r, t) dθdr. (5.10)
Here, ∆r = ri,j+1/2 − ri,j−1/2 and ∆θ = θi+1/2,j − θi−1/2,j are the lengths of spatial
meshes in the radial, r, and angular, θ, spatial directions, respectively. At this stage,
the two dimensional Euler equations in polar coordinates can be stated in integral form




















where the solution vector u and corresponding flux vectors f and g are stated in equa-
tions (5.1). The numerical coding process for the gas equation is done in two steps
to prevent any possible boundary issues created when the CCFVM method is applied.
First, the homogeneous Euler equations neglecting the source and artificial diffusion
terms are discretized. Next, diffusion and source terms are included. The integrated




































where the f and g fluxes are in the θ and r directions, respectively. A sketch of the
computational and physical domains for interior parts is given in Figure 5.5. The f
(a) Computational Domain (b) Physical Domain
Figure 5.5: The sketch of the domains for interior scheme.
fluxes (colored with green arrows) move in the θ direction, the g fluxes (colored with
blue arrows) move in the r direction. In addition, the red points represent the cell
average discretized solution variables for each (i, j) cell. The index values for each
computational grid cell varies between i = 1, . . . ,M and j = 1, . . . , N . Here, the main
focus is given to the interior part of the numerical scheme, whereas the boundaries,
for which i = 1,M and j = 1, N , are left to be discussed in section 5.2.4. The initial
discussion of the CCFVM method for the one dimensional case was presented in Chapter
4. The necessary artificial viscosities are now applied to the two dimensional discretized




































Here f?i±1/2,j and g
?
i,j±1/2 are modified fluxes and ε1 and ε2 are the small positive
artificial diffusion coefficients. However, equivalent form of these modified fluxes are
required to simplify the application of the boundary conditions to the numerical scheme.






















After implementing equations (5.17) and (5.18) into the modified equation (5.14), the




































































≈ ui+1,j − 2ui,j + ui−1,j
∆r2
. (5.21)


















































, as in equations (5.1). The derivatives of the pressure in terms



















Since the governing equations are unsteady the updated numerical solutions at each
time step are obtained by applying the time discretization method.
5.2.2 Temporal Integration for 2D:SSPRK
The flow develops in time as well as in the radial and angular spatial variables.
The implementation of the time discretization method is developed as the third order
strong stability preserving Runge-Kutta (SSPRK) method for the two dimensional
Euler equations in polar coordinates, equations (5.1), as detailed in the one dimensional
case in Chapter 4. The major advantage of the use of a strong stability preserving
Runge-Kutta scheme is not only the prevention of potential stability issues, but also
its convenient application to multidimensional PDE problems [86]. The only difference
for the implementation of the SSPRK method to the two-dimensional case compared










where rdθ and dr are length of the distance traveled in time dt in the θ and r directions,
respectively. Also, max |uθ + a| and max |ur + a| are the maximum eigenvalues of fluxes
in the θ and r directions achieved by their Jacobians, i.e., fu(u) and gu(u), respectively.
The stability criterion requires that we halve the CFL number for the one-dimensional
case as stated in [86]. Hence, it is taken to be 0.5 for the numerical solutions of this
chapter.
The two dimensional Euler equations of gas dynamics in polar coordinates are aug-
mented by appropriate initial and boundary conditions. These conditions are explained
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in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4, respectively.
5.2.3 Initial Conditions
The initial state is the fluid at rest at the beginning of curved part of the channel.
The gas in the left section of the computational domain is at a higher pressure and
has a greater density than those in the right section of computational domain. The
experiments of Edwards at al. [42] reported the initial Mach number of the shock. The
initial pressure and density in the left of the domain were then determined from the
shock jump conditions based on this Mach number. The shock conditions in terms of
this upstream Mach number given by Whitham [10] are then used to find the gas state















1 + γ+12γ z
1 + γ−12γ z
, (5.27)
where z = (p2− p1)/p1 is the shock strength. The known values of velocity u1, density
ρ1 and sound speed a1 are for the region of gas ahead of the shock wave. M is the
initial Mach number and U is velocity of the shock wave. The remaining variables are
the density, ρ2, and pressure, p2, of the gas, in the region of the gas behind of the shock
wave. However, the values of density and pressure ahead of the shock are not given
in the work of Edwards et al. [42]. Here, three different initial states are examined
for each channel, as in Edwards et al. [42]. Mach numbers 1.7, 2.1 and 2.7 are used
for Channel 1 and Mach numbers 1.2, 1.9 and 2.9 are considered for Channel 2, as in
the experimental work [42]. Given these initial Mach numbers, the unknown state in
the region behind the shock wave can be deduced once the state ahead is known by
using equations (5.26) and (5.27). The state ahead of the shock was assumed to be at
standard temperature and pressure. The initial values for the region ahead of the shock
waves was then computed by using the ideal gas law, p = ρRT [10]. Here, the values R
and T are the gas constant, 287.058 Jkg−1K−1, and the temperature is 20◦C = 293 K.
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The pressure is p = 1 atm = 101325 Pa. We then have
p1 = 101325 Pascal (1 atm) (5.28)
ρ1 = 1.2043 kg/m
3 (5.29)
u1 = 0 m/s (5.30)
v1 = 0 m/s. (5.31)
By using these initial values for the region ahead of the initial shock, the initial state
behind the shock can be determined via equations (5.26) and (5.27) for each Mach
number for both channels.
Channel 1:
Case 1
The initial Mach number is M = 1.7 for Case 1. The shock strength z is calculated
using equation (5.26). z is calculated to be 2.2050 for M = 1.7. We then have
z = (p2 − p1)/p1
p2 = (1 + z)p1
p2 = 3.2050p1.
So that p2 = 324750 Pa and ρ2 = 2.6467 kg/m
3 on using the jump condition (5.27).
Since the gas is rest at the initial state the velocities are equal to zero, u2 = 0 and
v2 = 0.
Case 2
As in Case 1, the following initial values are calculated for the behind the initial









The final case has the initial Mach number of 2.7. The relation between the pressures









The first case for Channel 2 has the initial Mach number 1.2. The state behind the
shock is calculated from that ahead. The same procedure is used to calculate the initial




Using the values given in equations (5.28) and (5.29) for the above equations, p2 and




In case 2, the initial Mach number is 1.9 for the following numerical simulations of




So that p2 = 409860 Pa and ρ2 = 3.0297 kg/m
3.
Case 3




Then p2 and ρ2 are calculated to be 977280 Pa and 4.5317 kg/m
3, respectively.
5.2.4 Boundary Conditions and Ghost Cells
Boundary conditions are essential to fully determine the flow. In our numerical
simulation two types of boundary conditions are used around the computational do-
main, as illustrated in Figure 5.6. It is worth noting that the left curved region is just
used for convenience and does not exist in the experiments. Therefore, the numerical
solutions are demonstrated solely for the right curved region. It needs to be highlighted
that since all initial Mach numbers are greater than 1, the gas flow is supersonic. The
direction of gas fluid is towards the downstream of the bend and this type of flow should
be supported by the numerical and physical boundary conditions. Outflow boundary
conditions are used to be implemented at two ends of the computational domain [92].
This means that solution values from interior can be extrapolated to the exits of the
domain. The essential point here is the signs of the characteristics, which are the
eigenvalues of the Jacobian fluxes, i.e., ∂f/∂uθ and ∂g/∂ur, of the governing system.
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Figure 5.6: Sketch of numerically implemented boundary conditions at the beginning,
at the end, as well as the side walls of the channel.
While the number of physical boundary conditions is given by the number of positive
characteristics, the number of the numerical boundary conditions is provided by the
negative characteristics.
The numerical boundary conditions for the numerical simulation have been imple-
mented by enlarging the computational domain with an appropriate number of addi-
tional cells, which are so-called ghost cells [50]. These cells contain values which depend
on the values from interior points and appropriate boundary conditions. In our numer-
ical calculations, the boundary conditions are set as outflow boundary conditions at the
relevant end of the both channels. The main reason to choose that is to prevent any
possible generation of spurious boundary problems into the domain at the end of the
tube and to allow outgoing gas to flow without any disturbance at the exit [18]. To
assign values to the ghost cells according to the outflow boundary condition at θ = π/2
for rin ≤ r ≤ rout, the interior cell values are extrapolated into the ghost cells. Since
the flow is supersonic, there are four negative eigenvalues of f and g fluxes. These
eigenvalues are such that
λf1 = uθ, λ
f
2 = uθ, λ
f
3 = uθ + a, λ
f
4 = uθ − a,
λg1 = ur, λ
g
2 = ur, λ
g
3 = ur + a, λ
g
4 = ur − a,
where λf and λg are the eigenvalues of Jacobian fluxes of f and g, respectively, and a is
the speed of sound. The extrapolated number of values are determined by the number
of these negative eigenvalues of the system. Therefore, the ghost cell average values are
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obtained from the following four flow variables
ρM+1,j = ρM,j , pM+1,j = pM,j , urM+1,j = urM,j , uθM+1,j = uθM,j , (5.32)
where j = 1 . . . N . These values are used for a single ghost cell as shown for both
the computational and physical domains in Figure 5.7. It should be noted that the
(a) Computational domain
with one ghost cell
(b) Reflection of the ghost cell procedure
onto the physical domain
Figure 5.7: The sketch of the extended domains with one ghost cells (grey dashed
lines) around of entire domains.
ghost cells are not placed at the entrance of the channel (see Figure 5.7). The reason
is that only numerical boundary conditions require the ghost cells, and only physical
boundary conditions are needed at the inlet of the supersonic flow region. If a second
set of ghost cells is needed, the same procedure is repeated. Since only one ghost cell
is employed in the numerical method in our work, the second cell average ghost cell is
not used in the computations. After explaining how to find flow values in the ghost
cells for the outflow boundary conditions, the boundary conditions for the side walls
will be described.
In the experiments the sides of the channels were impermeable. Therefore, the
boundary conditions are considered as no penetration or solid wall boundary conditions
so that the normal velocity in the r direction is zero, ur.n = 0 [18]. There are two
walls to be taken into consideration when setting the flow values in ghost cells. They
are at the inner and outer walls at r = rin and r = rout, respectively. While these
values are measured as rin = 48.9 mm and rout = 101.1 mm for Channel 1, they are
rin = 123.9 mm and rout = 176.1 mm for Channel 2. The cell average values for ghost
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cells are only given for one wall here as the same procedure is applied at the other
wall. In ghost cells, the flow quantities are set according to equations (5.32), except
the velocities in the r direction. The velocities in the ghost cells at the inner and outer
walls are implemented in the numerical method by negating the cell average interior
solution values
uri,0 = −uri,1, uri,N+1 = −uri,N , i = 1, . . . ,M. (5.33)
The main reason for changing the velocity component in the r direction is that only one
positive eigenvalue exists for solid wall boundary conditions and one physical boundary
condition needs to be applied to the numerical equations [92]. By setting these values as
in equation (5.33), the shock waves can bounce from the boundaries and travel towards
the opposite wall.
Figure 5.8: Illustration of the effect of outflow and no-penatration wall boundary
conditions for the sharp bend for the initial Mach number M0 = 2.7.
The robustness of the proposed boundary treatment is illustrated with one of the
cases with initial Mach number 2.7 for Channel 1. The numerical solution is shown in
Figure 5.8. Here, the propagation of the shock is in agreement with the experimental
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profile shown in Figure 5.2. The incident shock Mach stem and reflected shock can be
clearly seen as can the expansion waves. It can be seen that there is no unphysical
inflow or reflected at the exit. The result of this numerical simulation proves that the
two boundary conditions, i.e., outflow and no-penetration, are accurately implemented
into the discretized governing equations. The outflow boundary conditions allow any
outgoing flows to pass through the boundaries smoothly. Moreover, the flow is not
allowed to pass through the side walls, and reflections from inner and outer walls are
seen as yellow waves in Figure 5.8. Consequently, the numerical computational process
is constructed accurately and perfect agreement is achieved with the experimental study
[42].
5.3 Numerical Simulations and Results
The experimental study of shock wave diffraction in two different channels with 90◦
bends was performed by Edwards et al. [42]. In their study, the first channel (Channel
1) had a sharp bend, and its inner and outer radii were 48.9 mm and 101.1 mm,
respectively (see Figure 5.1). For this channel three different initial Mach numbers
were set for initial planar shock wave at the beginning of the curvature of Channel 1.
These Mach numbers ranged from 1.7 to 2.7. The second channel (Channel 2) had a
shallow bend and its inner and outer radii were 123.9 mm and 176.1 mm, respectively.
Three different Mach numbers ranging from 1.2 to 2.9 were used to examine how the
initial planar shock waves change while moving along the channels.
In the present work, the propagation of the shock waves around the bend and
the wall Mach numbers for both the inner and outer walls were calculated numerically.
Then, the numerical solutions were compared with the experimental results to show the
robustness of the numerical scheme. It is worth to note that in [43] numerical solutions
for the shock wave propagation were studied using geometrical shock dynamics based on
Whitham’s theory [10]. However, the flow field behind the shock wave is not determined
by this theory of geometrical shock dynamics as it only considers the propagation of the
shock treating it as a front. In this work, numerical solutions for the shock motion and
the flow filed behind the shock wave are obtained by solving the nonlinear gas dynamics
Euler equations in polar coordinates, equations (5.1), numerically. In the numerical
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calculations, the CCFVM and the SSPRK3 numerical methods were used for the space
and time discretizations, respectively. The governing system of PDEs was augmented
with the appropriate initial and boundary conditions. The initial conditions for flow
parameters, density, pressure and velocities, are determined for each Mach number and
for each channel as explained in Section 5.2.3. Appropriate boundary conditions were
implemented into the numerical scheme based on the numerical and physical features
of the flow, as well as the shape of the channels. These outflow and no penetration wall
boundary conditions were also explained explicitly in Section 5.2.4.
Now, numerical solutions are given for Channel 1 with all three different initial Mach
numbers, M0, 1.7, 2.1, 2.7, as in the experimental study [42]. In addition, all the data
in the reported experimental plots in [42] for the inner and outer Mach wall numbers
were converted into numbers by using Engauge software [93]. Since the results were
published in the earlier years, the represented results were primarily screenshotted from
the original study [42] and then saved as JPEG file. This JPEG file was then imported
into the Engauge digitizer software to transfer the data available on the image into
a Microsoft Excel file. The outcomes are the desired Mach numbers of shock waves
on the outer and inner walls and are used in the Matlab code during the comparison
between numerical and experimental data.
Case 1 : M0 = 1.7
The numerical computations were conducted for a 90◦ sharp bend for an initial
Mach number of 1.7. The computational domain in the r and θ directions was divided
into 100x400, 200x800 and 400x1600 uniform structured computational domains with
the final time, Tend = 0.0001944 s, as illustrated in Figure 5.5a. An initial planar
shock wave is placed at the beginning of the curvature of the channel at θ = 0◦ and
rin ≤ r ≤ rout. The CFL constant is taken as 0.5 and the artificial diffusion coefficients
were chosen small enough to dampen any possible non-physical numerical oscillations
around the shock waves. The diffusion coefficients vary according to the size of the
computational cells and were 0.1, 0.04 and 0.03 for all three different size domains,
100x400, 200x800 and 400x1600, respectively.
In Figure 5.9, the solutions for the flow and the propagation of the shock front
are displayed as a contour plot for the velocity in the θ direction. The numerical
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solution is illustrated for every 10◦ angles for 400x1600 computational domain. The
evolution of the initial planar shock wave towards downstream of Channel 1 is clear.
The propagation of the shock front is clear as the development of the reflected waves
in the flow field behind the shock front. In Figure 5.9, the numerical simulations lead
to visualize the all the important formed physical features behind of the shock waves
while it is moving downstream of channel, i.e., position of the triple point, reflected
yellow waves from the inner and outer walls, the Mach stem, the attenuated curved
shock wave and the contact discontinuity. However, these features can be visualized
more clearly for a stronger initial Mach, M0 = 2.7, as shown in Figure 5.16. It is worth
to note that experiments merely provide the information about the shock front but not
about the flow field behind of it.
In Figures 5.10 and 5.11, numerical evolution results are depicted for the density
and pressure flow variables. The evolution of these quantities can be interpreted by
using the ideal gas law p = ρRT . The effect of any change in the flow quantities
is observed from the amount of compressed gas at the outer wall (red region). It
means that if there is any increase of the pressure, the density will also increase or vice
versa. The close relationship between the pressure and Mach number is determined
from the shock condition, equation (5.26). In addition, a comparison between the
one and two-dimensional shock tube test cases can be made when the Mach numbers
are close. Therefore, Case 1 for which the Mach number is 1.7 for Channel 1 is a
convenient choice since the Mach number was 1.65 for the one-dimensional test case.
The acquired physical features i.e., shock waves, contact discontinuity, reflected waves,
are also observed from the numerical calculations for the two-dimensional case as in
the one-dimensional case. However, the main difference between these two cases is
the interaction of the shock with inner and outer walls. For instance, the density is
monotonically decreasing in the one-dimensional case as seen in Figure 4.4a, whereas
in two-dimensional test case the shock attenuates at the inner wall and gets stronger
at the outer wall, as seen in Figure 5.10.
In the present work, the inner and outer Mach numbers at the walls were also
computed. It should be first highlighted that this work solely focuses on the evolution
of the flow in the curved region while it neglects that in the following rectangular region
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as in the experimental work [42]. This can be explicitly seen in Figures 5.12 and 5.13
(also in Figures 5.19 and 5.20) where the numerical solutions of the inner and outer
wall Mach numbers are not available for the rectangular region while they exist for the
experimental data provided. Although the propagation of the shock wave through the
remaining rectangular part of the channel is not in the scope of this work, it can be
discussed in a future work.
In Figures 5.12 and 5.13 the comparison of the inner and outer wall Mach numbers
between the numerical and the experimental results are depicted for three different grid
sizes, 100x400, 200x800 and 400x1600. The grid refinement is increased by halving the
previous grid sizes in both the r and θ directions to obtain more accurate agreement with
the experimental results. In Figures 5.12 and 5.13 the red and blue shapes represent the
numerical and experimental values, respectively. In Figure 5.12, the best agreement
is observed from the numerical calculations with 400x1600 computational volumes,
due to the greater mesh refinement. However, some of the numerical solutions repeat
themselves couple times as in Figure 5.12a. The reason is that the numerical system
probably captures the same value of max |∂ρ/∂θ| a number of times at the traveled
distance along the wall and reports the same values. To prevent this, a weighted
arithmetic mean average is applied for the angle of the shock wave at the wall to obtain
numerical solutions without repetitions. The weighted average for the angle of the









where θsh−w is the weighted position angle of the shock wave, wi = |∂ρ/∂θ|i is the
weight, and θi is the position angle of the shock wave. The results obtained using equa-
tion 5.34 are presented in Figure 5.13. To summarize, the shock has a higher Mach
number at the outer wall, Mw/M0 > 1, and the values at the inner wall attenuate grad-
ually with time, Mw/M0 < 1. These results for the wall Mach numbers show better
agreement with the experimental data for the increasing outer wall Mach number than
for the decreasing inner wall Mach number.
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Case 2 : M0 = 2.1
The second numerical simulations were for the same sharp bend with a stronger
initial Mach number, M0 = 2.1. The numerical calculations were run until the final
time, Tend = 0.00018 s, and the coefficients of the artificial diffusion were 0.16, 0.08
and 0.03 for the three different computational mesh volumes, 100x400, 200x800 and
400x1600, respectively.
In Figures 5.14 and 5.15 the ratios of the wall Mach numbers to initial Mach number
along the inner and outer walls are displayed. The traveled distance of the shock wave
along the walls is nondimensionalized to have consistency with the experimental work
[42]. The wall Mach number increases to a ratio of 1.3 at the outer wall, and the
numerical results are in a very good agreement with the experimental results. On the
other hand, the ratio of the inner wall shock Mach number decreases to 0.7, a value
that is slightly higher than the reported experimental result.
Case 3 : M0 = 2.7
The last solution for Channel 1 is for the initial Mach number M0 = 2.7. The
numerical simulations were computed with the final time, Tend = 0.0001548 s. The
artificial diffusion coefficients were 0.2, 0.1 and 0.035 for the same three computational
mesh domains, 100x400, 200x800 and 400x1600, respectively.
In Figure 5.16, the physical features of the flow field behind the initial shock front,
the incident and reflected shocks the Mach stem and the contact discontinuity are
clearer than those for the lower initial Mach number. The Mach stem moves normal to
the outer wall towards the end of channel. The yellow reflected waves, which bounce
from the inner and outer walls, meet in the middle of the tube and continue moving
towards the exit of the channel. In addition, the shock wave weakens along the inner
wall. The reason is that the expansion waves, which are created along the inner wall,
interact with the accelerated triple point against the outer wall. All these physical
features are captured accurately using the numerical scheme, as illustrated in Figure
5.2.
Moreover, the amount of compressed gas increases with the initial shock strength.
This can be seen from the red regions for the density and pressure in Figures 5.17 and
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5.18, respectively. It is clear that there is more compression for the higher initial Mach
number as observed by comparing the results for M0 = 1.7 and M0 = 2.7.
The normalized inner and outer shock wall Mach numbers along the nondimension-
alized distance were calculated numerically and compared with the experimental data
as shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20. Good agreement is obtained for the Mach numbers
at the outer and inner walls for 200x800 computational mesh domain for the weighted
results. The ratio of the concave wall Mach number increased to 1.3, while the convex
wall Mach numbers decreased to 0.6. Again, the numerical results are closer to the
experimental results for the outer wall than for the inner wall, for the same reason is
for M0 = 1.7.
Next, numerical results are presented for Channel 2 for three different initial Mach
numbers, M0 = 1.2, 1.9 and 2.9. Here, the numerical solution and the values of the
wall Mach numbers of the shock are also examined numerically as for Channel 1.
Case 1 : M0 = 1.2
The same procedure as for Channel 1 is followed for the numerical computations
for the shallow bend for an initial Mach number M0 = 1.2. Good numerical results are
obtained by using adequate enough artificial diffusion constants 0.07, 0.03 and 0.018
for the computational meshes of 100x400, 200x800 and 400x1600, respectively, as for
Channel 1. Since the inner and outer radii of the tube are greater in the case of the
shallow bend compared with those of the sharp bend, the computations were run for
the longer time periods Tend = 0.0005949 s.
In Figures 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23 the velocity in the θ direction, the density and the
pressure are showed by contour plots. The waves created in the flow field are similar
to those observed for Channel 1. However, the same behavior of preserving the initial
curvature from the beginning of the channel does not occur. In addition, the shock
front is deformed more like a planar shock wave. The reason is that the interaction
between the expansion wave and the triple point appears earlier in Channel 2 compared
with Channel 1.
In Figures 5.24 and 5.25, the non-weighted and weighted results for the Mach num-
bers are compared with the inner and outer walls experimental values [42]. For the
shallow bend, the outer wall Mach number increases up to around 1.2M0 and the inner
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wall Mach number decreases to around 0.9M0, which is slightly higher than the experi-
mental results. The results obtained using the mesh size of 400x1600 provides the best
results, as expected. It should be noted that 0.9M0 = 1.08, so that the shock at the
inner wall has become weak and near sonic.
Case 2 : M0 = 1.9
In Case 2 the initial Mach number is increased to 1.9 for the shallow bend. The
final time was chosen to be Tend = 0.000468 s, and artificial viscosity coefficients to
eliminate the non-physical numerical oscillations were 0.13, 0.065 and 0.035 for all of
the selected computational mesh sizes from large to small, respectively.
In Figures 5.26 and 5.27, the Mach numbers for inner and outer walls are shown. It
is observed that the calculated results match better with the experimental results for
the outer wall, as for Channel 1. The numerical results decreases to around 0.8M0 for
the inner wall Mach number, while the experimental ones are less than 0.7M0. This
may be due to the damping effect of the artificial viscosity.
Case 3 : M0 = 2.9
In Case 3 the initial shock wave has the highest Mach number M0 = 2.9. The final
time, Tend = 0.0003636 s, is lower in this case than the other two cases due to speed of
the strong shock. The coefficients of artificial diffusion are 0.26, 0.13 and 0.068 for the
three mesh volumes 100x400, 200x800 and 400x1600, respectively.
In Figures 5.28, 5.29 and 5.30 contour plots for the velocity in θ direction uθ, the
density and the pressure are shown, respectively. The numerical velocity indicates that
the Mach stem hit the inner wall before end of the curvature of the channel and this
cause shock wave becoming straight as at the beginning of the channel. The main
reason is the interaction between the traveling Mach triple point and the expansion
wave. This can also be seen from the numerical density, as sketched in Figure 5.29.
The red area of compressed gas gradually increases and moves towards the inner wall.
In Figures 5.31 and 5.32, while the outer wall Mach numbers start to decrease at
the end of the tube, the inner wall Mach numbers reach a plateau. This behavior
is in agreement with the experimental data. This is because when the Mach triple
point reaches the inner wall, the shock at the outer wall loses its strength, while the
shock wave at the inner wall strengthens. Again this is excellent agreement between
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the Mach number at the inner and outer walls as given by the numerical solutions and
experimental results. However, it should be pointed out that the difference between
numerical solution and experimental data is more significant for the inner wall Mach
numbers compared to the outer wall Mach numbers. The main reason for that is the
value of the artificial viscosity which is higher than that of the real viscosity.
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Figure 5.9: Numerical evolution of θ velocity uθ for initial Mach number, M0 = 1.7.
(channel 1)
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Figure 5.10: Numerical evolution of density for initial Mach number, M0 = 1.7.
(channel 1)
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Figure 5.11: Numerical evolution of pressure for initial Mach number, M0 = 1.7.
(channel 1)
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(a) Results for 100x400 grid cells
(b) Results for 200x800 grid cells
(c) Results for 400x1600 grid cells
Figure 5.12: Initial Mach number 1.7 for channel 1. Blue and red triangles rep-
resent experimental data and numerical results on the outer wall, respectively. Blue
and red squares represent experimental data and numerical results on the inner wall,
respectively.
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(a) Weighted results for 100x400 grid cells
(b) Weighted results for 200x800 grid cells
(c) Weighted results for 400x1600 grid cells
Figure 5.13: Initial Mach number 1.7 for channel 1. Blue and red triangles rep-
resent experimental data and numerical results on the outer wall, respectively. Blue
and red squares represent experimental data and numerical results on the inner wall,
respectively.
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(a) Results for 100x400 grid cells
(b) Results for 200x800 grid cells
(c) Results for 400x1600 grid cells
Figure 5.14: Initial Mach number 2.1 for channel 1. Blue and red triangles rep-
resent experimental data and numerical results on the outer wall, respectively. Blue
and red squares represent experimental data and numerical results on the inner wall,
respectively.
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(a) Weighted results for 100x400 grid cells
(b) Weighted results for 200x800 grid cells
(c) Weighted results for 400x1600 grid cells
Figure 5.15: Initial Mach number 2.1 for channel 1. Blue and red triangles rep-
resent experimental data and numerical results on the outer wall, respectively. Blue
and red squares represent experimental data and numerical results on the inner wall,
respectively.
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Figure 5.16: Numerical evolution of θ velocity uθ for initial Mach number, M0 = 2.7.
(channel 1)
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Figure 5.17: Numerical evolution of density for initial Mach number, M0 = 2.7.
(channel 1)
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Figure 5.18: Numerical evolution of pressure for initial Mach number, M0 = 2.7.
(channel 1)
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(a) Results for 100x400 grid cells
(b) Results for 200x800 grid cells
(c) Results for 400x1600 grid cells
Figure 5.19: Initial Mach number 2.7 for channel 1. Blue and red triangles rep-
resent experimental data and numerical results on the outer wall, respectively. Blue
and red squares represent experimental data and numerical results on the inner wall,
respectively.
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(a) Weighted results for 100x400 grid cells
(b) Weighted results for 200x800 grid cells
(c) Weighted results for 400x1600 grid cells
Figure 5.20: Initial Mach number 2.7 for channel 1. Blue and red triangles rep-
resent experimental data and numerical results on the outer wall, respectively. Blue
and red squares represent experimental data and numerical results on the inner wall,
respectively.
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Figure 5.21: Numerical evolution of the θ velocity uθ for initial Mach number, M0 =
1.2. (channel 2)
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Figure 5.22: Numerical evolution of density for initial Mach number, M0 = 1.2.
(channel 2)
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Figure 5.23: Numerical evolution of pressure for initial Mach number, M0 = 1.2.
(channel 2)
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(a) Results for 100x400 grid cells
(b) Results for 200x800 grid cells
(c) Results for 400x1600 grid cells
Figure 5.24: Initial Mach number 1.2 for channel 2. Blue and red triangles rep-
resent experimental data and numerical results on the outer wall, respectively. Blue
and red squares represent experimental data and numerical results on the inner wall,
respectively.
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(a) Weighted results for 100x400 grid cells
(b) Weighted results for 200x800 grid cells
(c) Weighted results for 400x1600 grid cells
Figure 5.25: Initial Mach number 1.2 for channel 2. Blue and red triangles rep-
resent experimental data and numerical results on the outer wall, respectively. Blue
and red squares represent experimental data and numerical results on the inner wall,
respectively.
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(a) Results for 100x400 grid cells
(b) Results for 200x800 grid cells
(c) Results for 400x1600 grid cells
Figure 5.26: Initial Mach number 1.9 for channel 2. Blue and red triangles rep-
resent experimental data and numerical results on the outer wall, respectively. Blue
and red squares represent experimental data and numerical results on the inner wall,
respectively.
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(a) Weighted results for 100x400 grid cells
(b) Weighted results for 200x800 grid cells
(c) Weighted results for 400x1600 grid cells
Figure 5.27: Initial Mach number 1.9 for channel 2. Blue and red triangles rep-
resent experimental data and numerical results on the outer wall, respectively. Blue
and red squares represent experimental data and numerical results on the inner wall,
respectively.
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Figure 5.28: Numerical evolution of θ velocity uθ for initial Mach number, M0 = 2.9.
(channel 2)
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Figure 5.29: Numerical evolution of density for initial Mach number, M0 = 2.9.
(channel 2)
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Figure 5.30: Numerical evolution of pressure for initial Mach number, M0 = 2.9.
(channel 2)
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(a) Results for 100x400 grid cells
(b) Results for 200x800 grid cells
(c) Results for 400x1600 grid cells
Figure 5.31: Initial Mach number 2.9 for channel 2. Blue and red triangles rep-
resent experimental data and numerical results on the outer wall, respectively. Blue
and red squares represent experimental data and numerical results on the inner wall,
respectively.
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(a) Weighted results for 100x400 grid cells
(b) Weighted results for 200x800 grid cells
(c) Weighted results for 400x1600 grid cells
Figure 5.32: Initial Mach number 2.9 for channel 2. Blue and red triangles rep-
resent experimental data and numerical results on the outer wall, respectively. Blue




Conclusions and Future Work
In this dissertation, numerical schemes to solve the system of non-linear hyperbolic
conservation laws governing gas flow in one and two dimensional spatial domains have
been derived. Two main objectives were presented. In Chapter 2, entropy stable
boundary schemes were derived for the one dimensional Euler equations in cartesian
coordinate, subject to physical boundary conditions, i.e., grid interface, far-field and
no-penetration wall boundary conditions [29]. In Chapters 3-5, the construction of the
CCFVM method was presented for the two dimensional compressible Euler equations
in polar coordinates to study the propagation of shock waves along the inner and outer
walls of 90◦ curved channels. The results were compared with experimental data given
in [42].
In Chapter 2, entropy stable boundary schemes were derived to obtain stable nu-
merical solutions of the one-dimensional compressible Euler equations in the presence of
boundaries. In Tadmor [24], a specific way to prove the stability of numerical schemes
to capture shocks was found. Discontinuous solutions containing shock waves have to
be defined in a weak sense (as integrals). However, weak solutions are non-unique.
Therefore an entropy stability condition was included to choose the physically relevant
weak solution [25]. This condition was first discretized and then implemented into the
numerical scheme with sufficient numerical diffusion to smooth the shock. The amount
of numerical diffusion was quantified in order to satisfy entropy stability by using a
comparison principle between entropy conservative and entropy stable schemes [25].
This leads to a bound on the numerical solution by proving local and global entropy
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stability conditions. However, a global entropy estimate was not derived by Tadmor
[24] since only initial value problems were considered in his study. These problems
satisfy the global entropy estimate automatically. To achieve the entropy stability con-
dition globally when boundaries are present, the further investigations were addressed
to obtain accurate entropy stable boundary numerical schemes.
To construct entropy stable boundary schemes, the main tool of convex physical en-
tropy was used to satisfy the numerical entropy condition locally and globally in order
to derive a bound on the numerical solution, i.e., stability. Specifically, three differ-
ent boundary conditions were enforced weakly by satisfying a global entropy stability
condition, i.e., the far-field characteristic and no-penetration wall boundary conditions
and the grid interface treatment. To do this, the numerical flux functions were derived
using Roe’s entropy conservative scheme for smooth regions and including Roe average
numerical diffusion for non-smooth regions, which guaranties entropy stability. The
limiter function was used to monitor the position of the shock wave and to provide a
condition to add Roe average numerical diffusion in such regions. Moreover, the fourth
order entropy stable boundary scheme in [35] was modified subject to physical entropy
by using the boundary scheme of Chapter 2 [29]. Numerical simulations demonstrate
the robustness and stability of these second and fourth order entropy stable boundary
schemes.
The entropy stable schemes were developed based on the ability of the proposed
entropy functions to symmetrize the governing equations. While there are many en-
tropy functions which can be applied to the compressible Euler equations, there is
only one entropy function that works for the Navier-Stokes equations, i.e., physical
entropy. Therefore, the proposed study can be considered as a stepping stone towards
constructing entropy stable boundary schemes for the Navier-Stokes equations.
In Chapter 3, the MMS method was used to test verification of the numerical
method for the Euler equations in a two dimensional domain. The advantage of using
the MMS method is the ability to verify that the scheme solves the governing equations
with the correct order of accuracy. However, it does not provide any information
about the robustness, convergence and stability of the scheme. In the MMS method,
first, convenient benchmark solutions were selected. These were then used to verify
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numerical solutions obtained using CCFVM method. Finally, the difference between
the benchmark and numerical solutions was calculated in an L2 norm and was shown
to be consistent with second order accuracy for smooth solutions in the interior part of
the steady CCFVM. It is worth noting that only the spatial discretization was tested by
MMS method since a semi-discretized numerical scheme was applied to the governing
equation. The numerical convergence rates were illustrated on a log-log plot for each
of the conserved variables.
In Chapter 4, Sod’s shock tube problem detailed in [54] was studied numerically to
validate the developed CCFVM and SSPRK schemes for the spatial and time discretiza-
tions, respectively. These numerical methods were implemented in the discretized,
unsteady nonlinear hyperbolic system of compressible Euler equations in a two dimen-
sional domain. Since this experimental test case can only be applied to one-dimensional
problems, each dimension was tested individually. Sod’s test case is a rigorous and dif-
ficult test for numerical schemes since the exact solution includes discontinuities (shock
waves); therefore, it is challenging to capture shock waves without generating nonphysi-
cal oscillations [61]. The numerical solutions were compared with the exact solution and
good agreement was found. The results in each coordinate direction demonstrate that
the theoretical accuracy of the proposed numerical scheme was obtained for smooth
regions and the shock wave was captured sharply without any nonphysical oscillations.
In addition, the contact discontinuity has been smeared slightly due to the numerical
diffusion.
In Chapter 5, a previous experimental investigation of the propagation of initially
planar shock waves in air around 90◦ circular sharp and shallow bends by [42] was stud-
ied numerically based on the compressible gas equations [42]. The numerical CCFVM
and SSPRK methods were implemented in the discretized Euler equations of gas dy-
namics in polar coordinates, which included artificial diffusion terms. These were aug-
mented by the correct physical initial and boundary conditions. The initial density and
pressure were calculated based on the reported initial experimental Mach numbers [10].
In addition, imposed outflow conditions were applied in the numerical scheme to let the
flow pass out of the region without serious reflections. No penetration wall boundary
conditions were implemented through the use of ghost cells. Numerical results were
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obtained to visualize the shock wave motion and the flow behind the shock wave. The
numerical scheme was found to provide results which are in excellent agreement with
the experimental results. The level of agreement was surprising given that physical
effects such as viscosity and possible turbulence have been neglected. A previous study
of shock propagation around a 90◦ bend in [43] based on geometrical shock dynamics
also found good agreement with experimental result. However, the present work gives
much better agreement with the experimental results than [43] as geometrical shock
dynamics is an approximate theory [10]. This is because the flow field around and be-
hind the shock front were not included due to the restrictions of proposed Whitham’s
theory of geometrical shock dynamics [43].
The physical domain of the experimental study in [42] was originally formed by two
rectangular and one curvilinear region, as illustrated in Figure 6.1a. In Figure 6.1b,
the computational domain is also illustrated. Since the initially planar shock wave is
(a) Physical Domain (b) Computational Domain
Figure 6.1: The physical and computational domains for the experimental study.
located at the beginning of the curved section, the numerical results of Chapter 5 are
not affected due to the neglect of the straight section. However, simulations have to be
stopped at the end of 90◦ curved region due to the lack of the experimental straight
shock tube at this end. As a future work, the numerical method can be improved by
using generalized curvilinear coordinates so that it includes the entire physical exper-
imental domain. The full motion of the shock wave, including in the beginning and
terminating straight sections of the shock tube, can then be studied. Also, the present
study can be extended by including the entropy stability theory, including limiter func-
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tions as described in Chapter 2 for one dimension. Furthermore, the shock strengths at
the convex and concave walls are not equal. The size of the artificial diffusion could then
be varied along the shock. It is important to note that these entropy stable schemes
in curvilinear coordinates were derived by taking into consideration three important
ingredients; (i) entropy conservative fluxes, (ii) numerical diffusion operators which
can damp the oscillations around the a shock wave, and (iii) metric tensor relations
for one to one transformation from the physical domain to the computational domain.
The final is important for numerically solving for the supersonic flow in the curved







The following entropy conservative inviscid Burgers’ equation was presented earlier
in Tadmor [25]. Burgers’ equation, which includes an artificial diffusion in flux function








To add artificial numerical viscosity in the entropy conservative flux, the 13 ’s trick is
used as in [25]. The purpose to apply this is to obtain a quadratic entropy conservative





















vx = 0 (A.2)


















where ∆x is the mesh size between two consecutive grid points. Then the same 13 ’s
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Neglecting the negative artificial diffusion parts, we obtain the least diffusive entropy












The Algorithm of Logarithmic
Mean
































The reason to redefine the logarithmic mean in equation (2.116) as in equation (B.1) is
to prevent any possible non well-posed numerical solutions when m1 → m2. Therefore,
the following subroutine is used to calculate logarithmic mean (B.1) as in [68]:
1) Let ς = m1m2 , k =
ς−1
ς+1 , u = k ∗ k,
2) F =









Matlab Code for position angle
of shock waves
This piece of Matlab code has been used to determine the angle of the traveling
shock waves at the inner and outer walls :
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